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Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Thesis befasst sich mit der Mobilitätskapazität und der Mobilitätsleistung im
Alltag älterer Menschen. Die Thesis hat drei Ziele: den prognostischen Wert von
Mobilitätskapazität-Parameter für Mobilitätsleistungs-Parameter zu erfassen, Prädiktoren
von Alltagsmobilität festzustellen und eine Stepping-Intervention zur Verbesserung der
Mobilität älterer Menschen mittels systematischer Manipulation von motorischen sowie
kognitiven Komponenten zu entwickeln. Ein zentrales Ergebnis ist, dass laborbasierende
Assessments von Mobilität (und Kognition) bei älteren Menschen nur geringe
Zusammenhänge mit Alltagsmobilität aufweisen. Das bestätigt, dass Mobilitätskapazität und
Mobilitätsleistung separate Konstrukte sind. Demzufolge sind umfangreiche Assessments der
Mobilität notwendig, die sowohl körperliche Aktivität als auch Lebensraum-Mobilität
abdecken. Um den relativen Beitrag von multi-domäne Faktoren auf die Mobilität im Alltag
zu vergleichen, wurden in dieser Thesis potenzielle Determinanten basierend auf das
Framework von Webber et al. gemessen und ihr prognostischen Wert für körperliche
Aktivität sowie Lebensraum-Mobilität analysiert. Im Vergleich zu der kognitiven
Leistungsfähigkeit scheinen körperliche und psychologische Leistungsfähigkeit wichtiger für
Alltagsmobilität zu sein. Somit sind sie potenzielle Ziele für Interventionen zur Erhöhung der
Mobilität im Alter. In dem letzten Teil dieser Thesis wird ein neues Konzept für Stepping
Training präsentiert und danach werden seine potenziellen Effekte auf körperliche, kognitive
sowie psychosoziale Leistungsfähigkeit diskutiert. Seine Durchführbarkeit für relativ
gesunden, zuhause wohnenden älteren Menschen wurde durch eine Pilotstudie bestätigt.
Somit könnte es potenziell die Mobilitätskapazität als auch die Mobilitätsleistung verbessern.
Um robustere Ergebnisse über die Risikofaktoren für Mobilitätseinschränkungen zu erzielen,
sollen zukünftige Studien zusätzliche/andere multi-domäne Faktoren in Längsschnittstudien
erfassen. Außerdem sollte die Effektivität von dem neu eingeführten Konzept mittels
randomisierten kontrollierten Studien getestet werden. Die Ergebnisse dieser Thesis tragen
zu unserem Wissen über Mobilität im Alter dazu bei, indem sie ihre zwei distinkte Facetten
(Kapazität und Leistung) hervorheben, indem sie Einblicke über Mobilitätsprädiktoren geben
und indem sie relevante Interventionsansätze präsentieren.
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Abstract
This thesis addresses mobility capacity and mobility performance in old age and has three
aims: to assess the predictive ability of mobility capacity measures for mobility performance;
to determine predictors of real-life mobility; and to develop a step intervention approach
aiming to enhance mobility of older adults by systematically addressing motor as well as
cognitive components. A core finding is that laboratory-based assessments of mobility (and
cognition) show weak associations with real-life mobility performance. This adds to the
notion that capacity and performance are separate constructs, which in turn highlights the
need for comprehensive assessments of mobility, covering also aspects of physical activityrelated mobility and life-space mobility. In an attempt to compare the relative contribution
of multidomain factors on real-life mobility, this thesis assessed potential determinants
based on the mobility framework of Webber et al. and analyzed their predictive ability for
physical activity-related mobility as well as life-space mobility. Compared to cognitive
functioning, physical and psychological functioning seem to be more important for real-life
mobility, which make them relevant targets for interventions aiming to enhance mobility.
The last part of this thesis presents a novel concept for step interventions and discusses its
potential effects on physical, cognitive and psychosocial functioning. A pilot study showed
that this concept, delivered as a group-based exercise program, is safe and feasible for
relatively healthy, community-dwelling older adults and therefore makes it a promising tool
for the enhancement not only of mobility capacity but also for mobility performance. Future
studies should assess additional/other multidomain factors in longitudinal study designs in
order to deliver more robust results regarding the risk factors for mobility impairments.
Furthermore, the effectiveness of the proposed intervention concept is to be tested via
randomized controlled trials. The results of this thesis add to our understanding of mobility
in older adults by highlighting its two distinct facets (capacity and performance), providing
insights on its predictors and discussing relevant interventional approaches.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Independent mobility is considered to be an important constituent of quality of life and wellbeing in old age (1). With increases in life expectancy (2), being able to remain mobile and
live independently in old age represents one of the main health concerns of older adults
themselves as well as healthcare systems. However, mobility remains a complex construct
(3) lacking both a straight-forward definition as well as comprehensive assessment tools to
be used consistently in clinical practice and epidemiological research.
Early definitions of mobility were rather simple and included “the ability to move
independently from one point to another” (4), or “the ability to move independently around
the environment” (5) and basically implied merely the capacity to move (6), e.g. to walk
and/or climb stairs (7). However, the International Classification of Functioning, Disability
and Health (ICF) introduced by the World Health Organization (WHO) in 2001 (8) broke down
the parts of the component “Activities and Participation” and recognized a broader
description of mobility, which includes both indoor and outdoor movement as well as the
use of assistive devices and public or private transportation. As a result, recent definitions
are more inclusive; for example: “mobility is the ability to move oneself (either independently
or by using assistive devices or transportation) within environments that expand from one’s
home to the neighborhood and to regions beyond” (9) or “mobility is moving by changing
body position or location or by transferring from one place to another; by carrying, moving or
manipulating objects; by walking, running or climbing; and by using various forms of
transportation (10).
The distinction between functional ability and the ability to move around within community
environments is in line with the two qualifiers introduced by the ICF; capacity: the highest
possible level of functioning of a person in a given domain at a given moment and
performance: what an individual actually does in his/her current environment. The
performance qualifier addresses a person’s real-life behavior, and thus his/her physical
activity-based mobility, i.e. moving on foot or using active means of transportation such as
bicycles. However, real-life mobility also comprises a component which depends less on a
person’s physical activity, i.e. mobility based on using passive means of transportation (such
as cars or trains). The latter mobility component is usually addressed as life-space mobility
(i.e. out-of-home/outdoor spatial mobility which includes the use of passive means of
transportation).
This thesis addresses mobility of older adults in two ways. Part I focusses on different
aspects of real-life mobility and their association to various factors which may affect
mobility. Part II focuses on a novel intervention approach to enhance mobility capacity. The
rest of this introductory chapter will highlight the relevance of research in mobility, discuss
current mobility assessment tools, address risk factors for restricted mobility and
frameworks aiming to categorize them and discuss intervention approaches to enhance
7

mobility. The chapter will conclude by presenting this thesis’ specific research questions and
by providing an outlook on the next chapters.
Relevance of research on mobility
Prior large epidemiological studies report an increased prevalence of limitations in mobility
capacity with advancing age. Approximately one third to one half (range of 22.5%–46.7% in
various studies) of people older than 65 years of age experience difficulties related to
walking or stair climbing (5, 7, 11, 12). These limitations mostly begin after age 65 and
increase with age particularly at ages 85+ (11) and are more pronounced for women than for
men (5, 11). Mobility performance also shows age-related limitations. Both physical activity
levels (13), as well as life-space mobility (14) decline with advancing age, again with women
being more affected than men.
Age-related mobility limitations, including changes both in capacity and performance, are
early indicators of health decline and subsequent disability (12). They are also frequently
associated with many other adverse outcomes such as: cognitive decline (15, 16), low quality
of life (12–14), physical disability (17), institutionalization (18), loss of independence, bad
health status (19) and even mortality (20–23). Capacity limitations, in particular gait
problems, increase the risk of falling (24), sometimes even 5-fold (by severe limitations) (25).
Therefore, in order to detect (sudden) declines as timely as possible, there is an urgent need
for comprehensive mobility assessments, which should include also continuous monitoring
of mobility over longer time periods, for example using wearables or smartphones. In
addition to this, it is important to have knowledge of factors that impact on the mobility of
older adults, as this can be used for the development of informed interventions aiming to
prevent age-related mobility limitations. The following sections will describe current
laboratory-based and ambulatory mobility assessments as well as the most important risk
factors for mobility capacity and mobility performance limitations.
Mobility assessment tools
Especially in clinical practice, mobility is commonly assessed via subjective/self-reported
instruments such as scales, diaries and questionnaires or field tests. Self-reported
instruments are either self-administered, e.g. the Mobility Activities Measure (26), or
interview-based e.g. the Late-Life Function and Disability Instrument (27), whereas field tests
are performance-based and either objective such as the Timed Up-and-Go test (28) or
observation-based such as the Performance-Oriented Mobility Assessment (29) and the
Elderly Mobility Scale (30). Other common approaches to assess mobility are based upon gait
measures (31) and balance tasks (32). These tests are easy to perform since they can be
administered within few minutes, cost-effective since they do not require special equipment
and reliable since they are performed in a standardized fashion to control for confounding
influences.
Such assessment tools are administered under the assumption that performance in these
tests covers all (relevant) aspects of mobility and that the test score(s) reflects the person’s
overall mobility status beyond the time of their administration. However, all of the above
8

mentioned tests have several limitations e.g. the self-reported tests are susceptible to recall
bias due to memory issues and social desirability bias (overreporting good behavior) (33), the
observation-based test are susceptible to rater bias/imprecision and the single-shot
performance-based tests only reflect the person’s capacity at that given moment of the test
administration. Therefore, it is unclear how well these tests’ results associate with the
persons’ mobility in real life.
Indeed, in the last few years more and more studies report on differences between
laboratory and real-life measures (34–39). Most of these studies have measured gait
parameters such as step duration, gait variability, cadence, gait speed etc. in laboratorysettings using inertial-sensors, cameras or pressure sensors as well as in real-life or using
continuous monitoring of accelerometer signals and came to the conclusion that seniors’
performance deficits are sometimes more pronounced in real life than in the laboratory (34)
though the majority of them found performance to be worse in real life (36).
In addition to this, there is also a growing amount of literature that shows very small (or
even non-significant) associations between physical performance/physical ability (i.e. what
this thesis refers to as mobility capacity) assessed using standard clinical tests such as the
TUG, the SPPB and gait parameters and physical activity-based mobility (i.e. what this thesis
refers to as mobility performance) (38, 40–43). Hence, it seems that common measures of
mobility capacity, as often used by clinicians, are not related to the actual functioning of
older adults in real life, which is alarming because clinical decisions regarding diagnosis and
treatment are often based on those laboratory-based assessments. Therefore, it is important
to aim for comprehensive assessments of mobility which include not only measures of
capacity, but also performance in real life. Fortunately, with the introduction and use of
miniaturized body-worn motion and location sensors in research as well as in the market,
physiological objective measures of human movement and behaviors under free living
conditions for longer periods of time are now feasible.
Smartphones provide a remarkably useful tool as they carry many sensors (and therefore
also mobile applications (apps)) which enable the collection of data about individuals’
thoughts and feelings (via notifications to respond to self-report surveys), cognitive ability
(via the conduction of short cognitive tests to measure e.g. reaction time), social behavior
(collecting speech data using the microphone) and last but not least real-life mobility, i.e.
physical activity and life-space mobility. The latter is usually done using motion sensor and
location data.
Accelerometers are the most common sensors used for estimating physical activity and,
together with gyroscopes, magnetometers and barometers, they can be used to identify
type of activity or specific movements (such as for example the sit-to-stand transition).
Numerous algorithms have been developed for these sensors to generate data such as steps,
energy expenditure estimates, activity intensity, postures and gait characteristics. These data
can be used to analyze a wide range of activity types or states at varying levels of detail (lowand high-level features): from active or sedentary states to positions/movement (e.g.
walking, sitting, standing and lying) or even types of daily activities, physical exercise or
transport modes. Though the above mentioned motion sensors can provide activity-related
9

data, they do not yield position data. For the latter purpose, GPS is relevant since it can be
used to detect changes in location.
Location refers to the user’s geospatial or position data, which can be collected from
smartphones using GPS, possibly in combination with GSM, Wi-Fi, or Bluetooth information.
Location data typically comprises time-stamped positions (latitude, longitude) that are then
used to extract a series of stops and moves termed mobility traces (44). Various metrics can
be calculated from peoples’ mobility traces, e.g. Life-space (i.e. the area in which a user
carries out their daily life), Distance (i.e. the total length of the trajectory that people
conduct using both passive and active models of transportation), maximum Action Range
(i.e. the furthest point away from home location that people reach), time spent out-of-home
etc. (45–49). Table 1 summarizes the common sensors, data and metrics that are used to
describe both aspects (physical activity-based as well as life-space mobility) of real-life
mobility.
Data extracted
Positions
(latitude,
longitude)
in a series of
stops
and moves

Metrics calculated
Number of visited locations
Time spent out of home
Mean/median distance from home
Time on foot
Maximum distance from home

(location)

Distance covered on foot
Area of standard deviational ellipse

(movement)

Physical Activity

Life-Space Mobility

Sensors/Sources used
GPS
Wi-Fi
Bluetooth
GSM

Accelerometer
Gyroscope
Pedometer
Magnetometer
Barometer

Area of convex hull
Number of trips on foot
Time in vehicle
Number of trips in vehicle
Distance in vehicle
Time in trips
Number of trips
Total distance
Walking speed
Perimeter of convex hull
Minimum span ellipse area
Time at home
Activity bouts
Total Steps
for different
Lying Time
activity types
Sitting time
Steps
Standing time
Cadence
Active time
Activity intensity
Walking time
Energy expenditure Running time
Number of transitions
Circadian rhythms

Table 1: Common sensors, data and metrics that are usually used to describe physical
activity-based as well as life-space mobility
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Risk factors
As mentioned earlier (section relevance, page 8) to fully understand mobility and be able to
develop effective interventions aiming to prevent age-related mobility limitations, it is
important to have knowledge of its influencing factors. Based on a variety of approaches,
previous studies have identified associations between a series of modifiable and
unmodifiable factors and restricted mobility capacity as well as mobility performance. The
former are of great importance, as they comprise targets for interventions aiming to
increase mobility levels, the latter are still relevant as risk indicators.
Factors not easy/not possible to modify include:
 Demographic factors:
e.g. age, gender, education, income (13, 50, 51), chronic health conditions (52)
 Environmental:
e.g. geographical location (53), housing situation, neighborhood surroundings,
accessibility to basic services/goods and public transportation (54–56)
 Seasonal:
e.g. season of the year (57, 58), precipitation (59), sunshine, global radiation (60)
Potentially modifiable risk factors include:
 Physical functioning:
e.g. muscle strength (61, 62), cardiovascular fitness (63), balance and coordination
(62, 64)
 Cognitive functioning:
e.g. memory (47, 65), attention (66), reaction time, executive functioning (65, 67)
 Psychological functioning:
e.g. self-efficacy, fear of falling (68), motivation, perceptions (69, 70)
 Social functioning:
e.g. social network size (71), social involvement (72)
In an attempt to bridge disciplines and summarize all the influencing factors, three
conceptual frameworks have been developed.
 The “Motility” framework from Kaufmann et al. (2004) (73) groups influencing factors
in three categories: 1. Skills (e.g. physical/cognitive functioning, driving license,
foreign languages), 2. Access (e.g. walkability of the neighborhood, availability of
public transportation), 3. Appropriation (e.g. motives, attitudes, perceptions)
 The “comprehensive mobility framework” from Webber et al (2010) (9) with five
fundamental categories of determinants: 1. cognitive, 2. psychosocial, 3. physical, 4.
environmental, and 5. financial, with gender, culture, and biography (personal life
history) acting as critical cross- cutting influences, which are presented in a conical
structure (Fig. 1) ascending in order of increasing distance from the room where one
sleeps
11



The “adapted comprehensive conceptual framework” from Franke et al (2019) (74)
incorporating intrapersonal, interpersonal community and broader sociodemographic
elements categorized in physiological, subjective and contextual groups on a sliding
scale to highlight its temporal approach (i.e. change over time) (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1: Comprehensive mobility framework from Webber, Porter, and Menec (2010). (Figure
reproduced from: Webber, Porter, and Menec (2010))
Although all of the frameworks essentially include the same modifiable and unmodifiable
influencing factors as listed at the beginning of this section, their categorization differs. It is
important to acknowledge this, as it affects the interpretation of the relative contribution of
these factors for mobility and therefore also the design of interventions.
To sum up, in order to fully understand mobility it is necessary to assess both mobility
capacity and mobility performance using objective (i.e. sensor-based) data rather than
retrospective self-reports. Moreover to assess performance requires real-life physical activity
as well as life-space mobility data. Since understanding the correlates and determinants of
mobility is a critical step in developing and implementing effective interventions, the
collection of comprehensive empirical evidence for the validity of such multidimensional
frameworks as the ones described above which will then be subsequently used for the
prediction of mobility are also imperative. The factors which show the highest relative
contribution for mobility capacity and mobility performance would then be targeted for the
design of interventions aiming to increase mobility in old age.
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Fig.2: Adapted comprehensive conceptual framework from Franke et al. (2019). (Figure
reproduced from Franke et al., (2019))
Interventions to enhance mobility
Interventions aiming to enhance mobility capacity and mobility performance differ from
each other. While the former are usually rather specific and focus on improving primarily
physical functioning (strength, coordination and cardiovascular fitness) the latter are rather
diverse and include approaches based on theoretical models for behavior change
techniques, primarily using the social cognitive theory (SCT) (75, 76).
More specifically, research on physical activity suggests that physical activity interventions
are more effective if they include a distinct focus on enhancing self-efficacy. This is because
many (review) studies have identified self-efficacy as one of the most consistent predictors
of physical activity initiation, increase and maintenance (69, 75–77). Other components
usually included in physical activity promotion interventions are goal setting, and feedback,
but especially for older adults, barriers limitation, educational aspects (health literacy, raising
awareness of the benefits of physical activity and minimizing perceived risks) and improving
the environmental and financial access to physical activity opportunities seem to be the
most effective strategies (76, 78, 79).
In contrast to the very extensive research in physical activity interventions, literature on
interventions aiming to improve life-space mobility is very sparse. Theoretically, since both
are aspects of real-life mobility and they have the same/very similar determinants,
interventional approaches to increase life-space mobility would be similar to the ones used
for physical activity promotion. However, this is not really the case: to the best of the
13

author’s knowledge there are only three intervention studies specifically designed to
increase life-space mobility (80–82) and one article providing some recommendations for
the design of interventions that could promote life-space mobility (83). All of the
intervention studies included some kind of physical exercises (strength, balance, walking
training) and they somehow included a motivational strategy (two of them delivered from
(80, 81) and one of them hypothesizes that self-efficacy would be improved through the
“self-mastery experiences” theory (82)). While the SCT is the key theory on which physical
activity promotion strategies are based, the study of Jansen et al. (2017) claims that
enhancement of life-space mobility finds theoretical support in the environmental docility
hypothesis, which states that the less competent an individual is (e.g., in terms of health or
social role performance), the more behavioral variance can be attributed to environmental
conditions (84, 85) as well as the Lawton’s concept of environmental proactivity (i.e. greater
competence of the individual comes along with a better use of environmental resources to
satisfy personal needs (86). Consequently, the authors hypothesized that stabilizing or even
improving an individual’s motor function and fostering psychosocial resources (e.g., selfefficacy) by means of a multicomponent PA intervention should result in reduced behavioral
dependence on environmental conditions (i.e., lowered environmental docility) as well as
better ability to use environmental resources (i.e., enhance environmental proactivity), thus
increase in life-space mobility.
As stated before, interventions targeting mobility capacity are more specific than those
targeting mobility performance. Depending on their specific goal, e.g. falls prevention, losing
weight, prevent frailty/sarcopenia, they usually include some sort of physical functioning
training, e.g. strength training, endurance training and/or balance/coordination training.
Step training is an emerging and highly specific type of balance training which directly
addresses stepping capacity, a constituent/prerequisite for walking and therefore also
mobility performance. A recent systematic review has found that step training can improve
reaction time, gait and balance and even reduces falls by 50% (87). Studies have shown that
combined physical and cognitive training (e.g. step training containing additional cognitive
tasks), may lead to larger improvements in cognitive and physical outcomes compared to
physical or cognitive training alone (88), possibly with greater impacts on daily functioning.
Thus, targeting deficits in both mobility and cognition through dual- and/or multi-tasking
exercise programs is likely to represent the most effective strategy to minimize cognitive and
physical declines in healthy older adults and therefore improve mobility capacity and
mobility performance (83). In fact, step training was one of the components of the
intervention applied at the study of Jansen et al. (2017) which was found to increase lifespace mobility in older nursing home residents and as a dual-task training it is in line with the
recommendations of Wettstein et al. (2018) for interventions to increase life-space mobility.
Therefore, defining relevant physical and cognitive aspects that can be addressed in a
systematic and challenging (89) manner within a step training program could optimize its
effects.
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Objectives and research questions
This thesis has three aims. Its first aim is to assess the predictive ability of mobility capacity
measures for mobility performance. Its second aim is to determine predictors of real-life
mobility and a third last aim is to develop a step intervention approach aiming to enhance
mobility of older adults by systematically addressing motor as well as cognitive components.
The specific research questions that will be addressed are:
1. Do capacity measures of mobility predict real-life mobility?
2. Which determinants show strongest relations with real-life mobility?
3. How should a step training program be designed in order to achieve maximum
effects on mobility in older adults?
The core content of this thesis consists of two parts: Part I comprises chapters 2, 3, and 4,
and focusses on real-life mobility. Chapter 2 describes the predictive ability of mobility
capacity for mobility performance measures, and Chapter 3 describes the predictive ability
of cognitive functioning for mobility capacity as well as mobility performance measures.
Chapter 4 analyses the predictive ability of a set of multidomain determinants on real-life
mobility based on the mobility framework by Webber et al. Part II comprises chapters 5 and
6 and focusses on a novel step training intervention to enhance mobility. Chapter 5 presents
the rationale for the proposed training concept which, unlike existing step interventions,
allows systematic manipulation of difficulty level in several dimensions and can therefore be
applied with older adults of all levels of functioning. Chapter 6 presents first feasibility
results of a step training program (based on the concept presented in Chapter 5) in terms of
adherence, safety, enjoyment, perceived effectiveness and intention to recommend. The
final part of this thesis (Chapter 7) will provide a general discussion of this thesis’ findings,
draw final conclusions, as well as provide an outlook on possible next steps.
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Abstract
Background. Outcomes of laboratory-based tests for mobility are often used to infer about
older adults’ performance in real life; however, it is unclear whether such association exists.
We hypothesized that mobility capacity, as measured in the laboratory, and mobility
performance, as measured in real life, would be poorly linked. Methods. The sample
consisted of 84 older adults (72.5±5.9 years). Capacity was assessed via the iTUG and
standard gait parameters (stride length, stride velocity, and cadence). Performance was
assessed in real life over a period of 6.95±1.99 days using smartphone technology to
calculate following parameters: active and gait time, number of steps, life-space, mean
action-range, and maximum action-range. Correlation analyses and stepwise multiple
regression analyses were applied. Results. All laboratory measures demonstrated significant
associations with the real-life measures (between =.229 and 𝑟 = .461). The multiple
regression analyses indicated that the laboratory measures accounted for a significant but
very low proportion of variance (between 5% and 21%) in real-life measures. Conclusion. In
older adults without mobility impairments, capacity-related measures of mobility bear little
significance for predicting real-life performance. Hence, other factors play a role in how
older people manage their daily-life mobility. This should be considered for diagnosis and
treatment of mobility deficits in older people.
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1. Introduction
With advancing age, it often becomes increasingly difficult to access community resources
like grocery stores, doctor’s offices, banks, and other essential services and to participate in
sociocultural activities. Diminished independent mobility is a predictor of institutionalization
[1], falling [2], and dependence and mortality [3] and is inversely associated with quality of
life [4, 5] and health status [6]. Independent mobility is therefore a key to successful aging
and is routinely assessed by gerontologists and geriatricians.
Mobility is often assessed with established field tests such as the Timed Up-and-Go test
[7, 8], the Performance-Oriented Mobility Assessment [9], and the Elderly Mobility Scale
[10]. Other common approaches are assessments based upon gait measures [11] and
balance tasks [12]. These assessments are reliable since they are performed in a
standardized fashion to control for confounding influences; however, they do not necessarily
have high construct validity: it remains unclear how well persons’ test scores are correlated
with their mobility in daily life. Movements of daily life are typically self-initiated, embedded
in a rich behavioral context and ecologically valid, while standardized laboratory-type
movements are usually initiated by an external “go” signal, are executed in isolation, and
serve no ultimate purpose. It has indeed been documented that performance in the
laboratory can be substantially different from this in real life [13, 14] and that seniors’
performance deficits are sometimes more pronounced in real life than in the laboratory [15]
and sometimes less pronounced in real life [13, 16].
Mobility in daily life depends not only on an intact sensorimotor system but also on intact
cognition and psychosocial factors. For example, studies have shown that low cognitive
status [17], reduced visual attention [9], self-efficacy beliefs [18], and perceived help
availability [19] are all associated with reduced mobility in older adults. Again, however, a
person’s scores on standardized cognitive tests are poorly related to their cognitive
performance in real life [20].
The International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF), introduced by the
World Health Organization (WHO), dissociates between assessments in a standardizedenvironment, measuring capacity, which is indicative of the highest possible level of
functioning of an individual in a given domain at a certain moment, and real-life assessments
measuring performance which is what individuals do in their own current environment [21].
Within the ICF framework, the above work indicates that the known age-related decrease in
the capacity to be mobile may poorly predict actual mobility performance.
With the advent of new miniaturized technology such as GPS and accelerometers, installed
in mass-market products such as smartphones and fitness “watches,” objective assessment
of everyday in-home as well as out-of-home mobility becomes feasible [22, 23]. Parameters
such as number of steps performed, length of active periods, life-space, defined as the area
in which an individual moves in a certain time period [24], and other measures have been
used to depict the action-range of older adults [25–29]. The present study applies these
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methods to find out how well real-life mobility is predicted by standard laboratory measures
of mobility or, in other words, how closely capacity and performance are linked. We
hypothesized that capacity and performance are poorly linked, which would have important
implications for the diagnosis and treatment of mobility deficits.
2. Methods
Data were collected as part of a cohort study aiming to analyze determinants of daily-life
mobility in older adults. All participants underwent a laboratory-based test battery divided
into two sessions including several physical, cognitive, social, and psychometric tests as well
as an ambulatory mobility assessment. The study has been approved by the Ethics
Committee of the German Sport University Cologne, confirming that study design is
according to the principles expressed in the Declaration of Helsinki.
2.1. Participants
The recruitment strategy included presentations of the project at local senior citizen
gatherings, individual invitation letters to persons who expressed interest in participating in
studies of the Institute of Movement and Sport Gerontology in the past, and handing out
information brochures about the study and individual approach in settings such as local
doctor’s offices, pharmacies, churches, and senior sport groups. We also contacted assistedliving facilities and if the management showed interest in the project and gave their
approval, we presented our project in their facilities and tested persons willing to participate
on-site.
In total, 86 persons meeting the criteria for participation in the study were recruited.
Inclusion criteria were age older than 65 years, no serious neurological diseases which could
interfere with functional mobility, no severe/acute cardiovascular diseases, ability to stand
up from a chair independently, a physician’s written statement of non-objection for this
person to participate, and an informed consent to the study design.
2.2. Standard Laboratory Measures
Mobility capacity was assessed in the laboratory using the extended, instrumented version
of the Timed Up-and-Go test [8] (iTUG) [30]. The iTUG is a mobility test, which requires
participants to stand up from a chair, walk 7 m at their preferred speed, turn, walk back
towards the chair, and sit down again. It was implemented by attaching six inertial
measurement units (Opal, APDM Inc., Portland, OR, USA) to the body, two just proximal to
the wrists, two just proximal to the ankles, one on the center of the sternum, and one on the
waist, approximately above the fifth lumbar vertebra. Each measurement unit contained a
triaxial accelerometer, a triaxial gyroscope, and a triaxial magnetometer, whose signals were
transmitted via Bluetooth connection to a computer and were processed later by proprietary
software package (Mobility Lab™), to calculate the parameters: total completion time (iTUG)
(s), cadence (steps/min), stride length (m), and stride velocity (m/s). The latter two were
determined as the mean of the left and right leg over the 7 + 7 m of straight walking. Each
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participant completed three trials. The first was considered as practice and the best
performance value of the other two trials was used for further analyses.
2.3. Real-Life Measures
Mobility performance in real life was assessed using a combination of physical activity and
GPS-derived measures via smartphone technology. Participants were given a smartphone
(Samsung Galaxy SIII™) in an elastic belt and were instructed to don the belt every morning
after waking up; they were asked to put the belt around their waist in such a way that the
smartphone was located at their back and their body midline. They were requested to leave
the smartphone in place until they went to bed at night and to charge it overnight. Data
logging was implemented by two applications (apps), one collecting motion sensor data and
the other GPS data. Because the majority of participants had not used a smartphone before,
they received a manual and about 15 min of familiarization which covered how to turn the
smartphone on and off, charge it, use the touch screen, and start the apps. Each participant
was offered the opportunity to contact the instructors in case they had questions or faced
complications regarding smartphone use. The real-life data recording was conducted
between the first laboratory session, where participants received the smartphone, and the
second session, where they returned it. We aimed to record the participants’ activities for 7
days. However, it was not always possible to organize the sessions exactly 7 days apart. As a
result, the total registration time ranged from 6 to 9 days.
Mobility-related activities were recorded via the “uFall” mobile app recently developed
within the FARSEEING European research project [31]. The “uFall” app integrates a real-time
fall detector which was not enabled in the present study; the app was only used for the
continuous recording of the smartphone’s raw accelerometer, gyroscope, and
magnetometer signals. Recorded data were processed after the registration period and were
used to categorize participants’ postures and mobility-related activities into different types,
such as not worn periods, lying time, sedentary time, active time, and gait time, and to
calculate the number of steps. Identification of active and sedentary intervals was
performed by means of activity counts and metabolic equivalents (METs) defined in
agreement with Sasaki et al. [32]: activity counts were calculated over 1 s time windows. A
time window was labelled as “active” when estimated METs were above 1.5 [33]; otherwise,
the time window was labelled as “sedentary.” Within active intervals, gait episodes were
identified by means of a step detector which is described in the study of Ryu et al. (2013)
[34]. Signal processing and features extraction algorithms were implemented in Matlab (The
MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, Release 2012a). Further analyses focused on the following two
variables: the sum of active and gait time (AGT) (h) and number of steps (No. of Steps). Since
data collection did not target full 24-hour periods and registration times differed between
days and participants, we adjusted the data by excluding data which were collected before
7.00 AM and after 9.00 PM as well as data collected on days with activities shorter than 9
hours; AGT and No. of Steps scores were then scaled to fit a 12-hour day and were
subsequently averaged across all registration days of a given participant.
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Out-of-home movement was assessed with a self-developed app that collected raw GPS data
with a sampling rate of 1 per minute. From these data we calculated the following
parameters: life-space (km2), the area within which the participants moved during the
registration period calculated as the convex hull of all GPS coordinates with Matlab®
convhull function; mean action-range (AR-mean) (km), the straight-line distance between
the participants’ home and the most distal point of each journey, averaged across all
journeys during the registration period; and maximum action-range (AR-max) (km), the
largest straight-line distance during the registration period. Only data within 15 km around
the participants’ home (comparable to the size of the greater area of Cologne, Germany,
where the study took place) were included in the analysis. Figure 1 presents a typical
example of GPS data obtained over 7 recording days.

Figure 1: Sample GPS record of one participant demonstrating home location (point (0, 0))
and trajectories for each registration day. The thin red line including all trajectories within
the 15 km radius circle represents the parameter “life-space.”

2.4. Statistical Analyses
The variables “life-space” and “AR-mean” were square-root-transformed to achieve normal
distribution. Outliers were identified using the Tukey’s outlier filter [35] and removed.
Missing data (5.1%) were imputed using the -nearest neighbor algorithm [36]. To make sure
that the imputed dataset was not biased, we applied the Little’s MCAR test, which showed
that data were missing randomly. The hypothesis that laboratory measurements poorly
predict daily-life mobility was initially assessed using a correlation approach, looking into the
relationships between laboratory and real-life measures. We also conducted a series of
stepwise multiple regression analyses in which the five real-life measures (AGT, No. of Steps,
life-space, AR-mean, and AR-max) served as dependent variables and the four laboratory
measures (iTUG, stride length, stride velocity, and cadence) as predictors. For the stepwise
model the limit was 0.10 for entry and 0.05 for removal of variables. For all analyses, the
significance level was set at 0.05.
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3. Results
3.1. Mobility Registration Time
The mean number of registration days for the whole sample was 6.95 ± 1.99, with a mean
registration time of 70.7 ± 15.00 h for the activity-monitoring data and 104.3 ± 58.5 h for the
GPS data.
3.2. Descriptive Statistics
From the initial 86 participants two were excluded from the analysis because they did not
complete the ambulatory mobility assessment. Table 1 provides a description of some of the
sample’s demographics and also summarizes their laboratory as well as real-life measures.
Participants were primarily women. Men and women were similar in age. Sixteen percent of
the participants were living in assisted-living facilities. Fifty-one percent of the subjects were
living alone and only 17% had a higher education degree. Only 3 participants were using gait
assistance. In total, 74% of the participants reported health problems (42% were
multimorbid and another 32% suffered from a sole disease). The main reported health
problems were cardiovascular diseases (42% of the subjects), internal/endocrinological
diseases (38%), orthopedic problems (38%), neurological/psychiatric diseases (9%), and
others (3%). Regarding use of medication, 59% of the participants reported using medication
(34% of the participants used more than one kind of medication and 25% only one kind).

Age (total sample)
Men (n=31)
Women (n=53)
BMI
iTUG (s)
Stride Length (m)
Stride Velocity (m/s)
Cadence (steps/min)

Mean
72.5
72.4
72.5
24.1
16.0
1.38
1.34
115.9

SD
5.9
5.8
5.9
3.2
2.6
0.13
0.16
10.4

Min.
65
65
65
16.7
10.5
1.01
0.82
87.8

Max.
88
88
88
33.1
27.5
1.65
1.76
145.2

AGT (h)
4.3
0.9
1.8
6.2
No. of Steps
11042
3474
3903
20890
Lifespace (km²)
52.9
43.8
0.2
178.2
AR-mean (km)
1.4
1.0
0.1
3.8
AR-max (km)
10.4
4.2
0.5
15.0
Table 1: Participants’ descriptive data, laboratory- and real-life measures
(Mean: average values; SD: standard deviation; Min: minimum values; Max: maximum
values; BMI: Body Mass Index; iTUG: Instrumented Timed Up-and Go test; AGT: Active & Gait
time; No. of Steps: number of steps; AR-mean: average Action-Range; AR-max: maximum
Action-Range)
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3.3. Correlations
Table 2 illustrates that all laboratory measures had significant associations with real-life
measures. iTUG, stride length, and stride velocity correlated significantly with at least three
of the five real-life measures and also showed the strongest correlations (between 𝑟 = .229
and 𝑟 = .461), while cadence correlated significantly only with AGT. Overall, the correlation
coefficients were weak [37].
AGT No. of Steps Lifespace AR-mean
AR-max
iTUG
-.461**
-.442**
-.295**
-.199
-.229*
Stride Length
.266*
.369**
.331**
.232*
.234*
Stride Velocity
.396**
.421**
.273*
.213
.130
Cadence
.261*
.185
.034
.052
-.036
Table 2: Associations between laboratory and real-life measures (Pearson’s correlation
coefficients, r (* p<.05; ** p<.01))
(AGT: Active & Gait time; No. of Steps: number of steps; AR-mean: average Action-Range;
AR-max: maximum Action-Range; iTUG: Instrumented Timed Up-and Go test)
3.4. Multiple Regression Analysis
To evaluate the predictive ability of the laboratory measures for each of the real-life
measures five stepwise multiple regression analyses were conducted. Their results are
summarized in Tables 3 and
AGT
Predictors
Beta
iTUG

-.461***

No. of Steps
Predictors
Beta
iTUG

.442***

F(1 , 82)=22,155
F(1 , 82)=19,894
R²= .213***
R²=.195***
Table 3: Significant predictors and their standardized regression coefficients for the
mobility-related activity measures
Bottom row: Degrees of freedom and coefficients of determination (R²) for each model
(*p<.05 ; **p<.01 ; ***p<.001)
(AGT: Active & Gait time; No. of Steps: number of steps; iTUG: Instrumented Timed Up-and
Go test)
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Lifespace
Predictors
Beta

AR-mean
Predictors
Beta

Stride Length .331** Stride Length

.231*

AR-max
Predictors
Beta
Stride Length

.233*

F(1 , 82)=10,094
F(1 , 82)=4,625
F(1 , 82)=4,713
R²=.110**
R²=.053*
R²=.054*
Table 4: Significant predictors and their standardized regression coefficients for the GPSderived measures
Bottom row: Degrees of freedom and coefficients of determination (R²) for each model
(*p<.05 ; **p<.01 ; ***p<.001)
(AR-mean: average Action-Range; AR-max: maximum Action-Range)
The best model for all real-life measures had only one significant predictor. Overall, the
analyses indicated that laboratory measures accounted for a significant but very low [37]
proportion of variance (between 5% and 21%) in real-life measures. The best predictors for
real-life measures were stride length, which was retained in three models, and iTUG, which
was retained in two. Stride velocity and cadence did not contribute significantly to any of the
models.

4. Discussion
The aim of this study was to examine the predictive ability of standard laboratory measures
for real-life mobility and thus also the relationship between capacity and performance
measures. The results confirmed our hypothesis that gait measures and mobility tests
conducted in the laboratory have very moderate explanatory value for real-life mobility
measures and therefore stress the importance of distinguishing between capacity and
performance. This evidence highlights the need for real-life mobility-related measures to
complement (rather than replace) laboratory measures in geriatric assessments.
As anticipated, the correlation analysis showed significant relationships between the
laboratory and the real-life measures. iTUG, stride length, and stride velocity correlated
significantly with most of the real-life measures, while cadence correlated significantly only
with AGT. Altogether, the measures of real-life mobility-related activities show more and
stronger correlations with the laboratory measures than the GPS-derived mobility measures.
This can be explained by the fact that the use of assistive devices or other means of
transportation like cars, trains, and so forth contribute to the GPS-derived measures, and
therefore these measures do not necessarily reflect independent mobility (i.e., walking or
bicycling). It is possible that people with lower capacity show larger GPS-derived values due
to use of means of transportation other than walking, for example, using car or train rides. If
this is the case for some of the participants with low capacity, it would lead to a reduction of
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the positive correlation between the capacity and the GPS-derived measures of
performance. Thus, it is no surprise that laboratory-based capacity measures are more
associated with real-life mobility-related activity measures than GPS-derived measures. This
is also confirmed by our regression analyses which show that the laboratory measures used
in this study explained almost double the variance for AGT and No. of Steps in comparison to
life-space, AR-mean, and AR-max. Apparently, factors other than physical capacity play an
important role in real-life mobility performance, and especially for life-space related
measures of mobility.
While some previous studies found that life-space measures could be predicted by standard
measures of functioning, such as gait velocity [28], ADL difficulty [38], and overall physical
functioning [29], our comparable measures (stride velocity and iTUG duration) did not.
Instead, stride length was the only variable retained in the “life-space” model. This may have
to do with the variables included in the regression model. In our study, all models contained
partly similar laboratory measures. Gait speed and step length are known to be directly
related [39]. Indeed, also in our dataset, stride length correlated significantly with stride
velocity (𝑟 = .653; 𝑝 < .001) as well as with iTUG (𝑟 = −.538; 𝑝 < .001). Therefore, our results
do not contradict the above work.
Among the four capacity measures, iTUG was the strongest and stride length the most
consistent predictor for daily-life mobility. The iTUG is a complex task, since it includes
demanding mobility-related tasks, which older adults perform in their everyday lives and
often have difficulties with (such as standing up and negotiating an object while turning),
compared with simple gait variables. Indeed, AGT is the most physically demanding
parameter of the real-life mobility parameters measured here, which may explain iTUG
being its best predictor. Stride length was the only variable retained to all three life-space
models, explaining, however, only a very low (5–11%) proportion of variance. Cadence and
stride velocity were not retained in any of the models. This is somewhat surprising,
especially for gait speed, as it is considered the most reliable, valid, and specific gait measure
[40, 41] and it has been found to be related to physical activity [42–45]. It therefore seems
advisable to assess the iTUG, which in addition to its other components includes two walks
over 7 meters, rather than only assessing gait during straight walking trajectories, since the
combination of iTUG components seems to be more indicative of the requirements for reallife mobility.
Previous research (e.g., [46, 47]) showed somewhat stronger associations between
laboratory and real-life measures than our results. However, these studies were primarily
based on subjective methods. Results of studies using objective methods in different target
groups (e.g., [48–51]) are similar to our findings; only a small percentage of the variance of
daily-life mobility is explained by laboratory-based capacity tests. Moreover, a recent study
[52] conducted a factor analysis and found that physical capacity measures, similar to the
ones used in our study (Sit-to-Stand test, TUG test, and the short Physical Performance
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Battery), and objective physical activity measures (total duration, number of periods, and
mean duration of mobility-related activities) result in two different factors. All of these
findings support the hypothesis that standard field tests measuring mobility in laboratory
settings and daily-life mobility measures represent different aspects of mobility, each of
which has relevance for different domains. Outcomes of capacity tests like the TUG (or the
iTUG) inform about fall risk, balance, and functional mobility [8, 53, 54]; on the other hand,
real-life physical activity and life-space measures give insight into the extent to which older
persons are actively exploiting their capacity. Even when physical capacity is limited, other
factors such as the use of assistive devices and/or public transportation may allow older
persons to participate in their social context. On the other hand, persons may be inactive,
even when their capacity would allow. Obviously other factors than an individual’s capacity
influence real-life mobility, for example, cognition, mood [17, 55], self-efficacy [18], and
weather [56]. Therefore, decisions about interventions aiming to improve mobility in older
persons should consider measures of real-life mobility as well as the outcomes of capacity
tests. Future studies should further examine the role of different factors on real-life mobility.
Although the current study has the strength of presenting comprehensive mobility patterns
of older adults, including long-term real-life physical activity and out-of-home movement
measures, we acknowledge several limitations. In order to achieve a performance spectrum
as wide as possible we strived to enlist participants living in assisted-living facilities, whose
mobility is typically more restricted than this of independent-living older adults. However,
only 13 persons (15.5% of the total sample) living in assisted-living facilities could be
recruited. Though our sample does present a considerable range of performance at the
laboratory measures, it mostly represents community-dwelling older adults living
independently without severe mobility impairments. Hence, care should be taken when
interpreting our results as they cannot be extended to other populations or adults with
severe mobility impairments. Future research should examine the predictive ability of field
tests for real-life mobility also in less active samples and/or samples with mobility
impairments such as neurological patients or people with cognitive impairments.
Additionally, the real-life data registration period (6.9 ± 1.9 days) varied between
participants within the total study period. One of the most important weather parameters
which influence physical activity is maximum temperature [48]. In order to control for
seasonal variations, we examined the relationship between the average maximum
temperature (AMT) for the registration period of each participant and the real-life variables
and found that AMT correlates significantly but very weakly (𝑟 = .184, 𝑝 = .047) only with lifespace. However, future studies should aim for a fixed mobility registration period for all the
participants to avoid bias [57] due to seasonal variations and in case there are linear
relationships between seasonal and mobility variables, seasonal parameters should be
controlled for.
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5. Conclusion
The current study presents mobility patterns in a sample of rather active communitydwelling older adults without severe mobility impairments based on combination of capacity
and performance measures and shows that standard laboratory-based tests have limited
predictive ability for real-life mobility. This shows that capacity and performance represent
different aspects of mobility. Therefore, comprehensive mobility assessments should include
capacity measures as well as measures of real-life out-of-home mobility. Additionally, as
anticipated, this study confirms that physical activity is better explained by physical
functioning, when compared with life-space measures. Finally, this study highlights the
utility of the iTUG and, considering its rather simple execution, it suggests that it should be
preferred over simple gait measures, as it explains more aspects and higher proportion of
real-life mobility.
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Abstract
Increasing evidence indicates that mobility depends on cognitive resources, but the exact
relationships between various cognitive functions and different mobility parameters still
need to be investigated. This study examines the hypothesis that cognitive functioning is
more closely related to real-life mobility performance than to mobility capacity as measured
with standardized laboratory tests. The final sample used for analysis consisted of 66 older
adults (72.3 ± 5.6 years). Cognition was assessed by measures of planning (HOTAP test),
spatial working memory (Grid-Span test) and visuospatial attention (Attention Window test).
Mobility capacity was assessed by an instrumented version of the Timed Up-and-Go test
(iTUG). Mobility performance was assessed with smartphones which collected
accelerometer and GPS data over one week to determine the spatial extent and temporal
duration of real-life activities. Data analyses involved an exploratory factor analysis and
correlation analyses. Mobility measures were reduced to four orthogonal factors: the factor
‘real-life mobility’ correlated significantly with most cognitive measures (between r = .229
and r = .396); factors representing ‘sit-to-stand transition’ and ‘turn’ correlated with fewer
cognitive measures (between r = .271 and r = .315 and between r = .210 and r = .316,
respectively), and the factor representing straight gait correlated with only one cognitive
measure (r = .237). Among the cognitive functions tested, visuospatial attention was
associated with most mobility measures, executive functions with fewer and spatial working
memory with only one mobility measure. Capacity and real-life performance represent
different aspects of mobility. Real-life mobility is more closely associated with cognition than
mobility capacity, and in our data this association is most pronounced for visuospatial
attention. The close link between real-life mobility and visuospatial attention should be
considered by interventions targeting mobility in old age.
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Introduction
Mobility is a complex and multifaceted construct (Webber 2010; Wettstein et al. 2014b). It
includes the ability to walk and move around, change or maintain body position, carry, move
and handle objects but also more resource-intensive skills like out-of-home mobility on foot
and moving around using transportation (World Health Organization 2005). Besides
neuromechanical functions required for successful locomotion, mastering activities of daily
living also depends on cognitive functions. From the control of routine gait, to planning and
execution of complex movement sequences and interactions with traffic and ticket vending
machines, cognitive abilities are crucial for all aspects of mobility. Indeed, increasing
evidence indicates that, due to age-related changes in sensory motor and neuromechanical
functions, mobility in older persons depends increasingly on cognitive resources. This has
been documented in cross-sectional (Ble et al. 2005; Carlson et al. 1999) as well as in
longitudinal studies (Buchman 2011; Soumaré 2009). Especially with regard to real-life
mobility, cognitive status has been found to be more closely linked with out-of-home
behavior than motivational resources (Wahl et al. 2013) and also to moderate the
relationship between out-of-home behavior and well-being (Wettstein et al. 2014a).
Most studies investigating the relationship between cognition and mobility have measured
overall cognitive functioning using screening tools for cognitive impairment, such as the
MMSE (Crowe et al. 2010) and/or single measures of mobility like gait speed (Ble et al. 2005;
Holtzer et al. 2006; Inzitari et al. 2007). However, regarding cognitive performance, it is
important to use selected cognitive tests to look into specific cognitive domains which are
necessary for mobility. Differentiation is also needed when it comes to measuring mobility.
Recent studies have shown that mobility capacity (the highest possible level of functioning of
an individual in a given domain at a certain moment) and mobility performance (what
individuals do in their own current environment) (as defined in the International
Classification of Functioning by the World Health Organization 2005) are two different
aspects of mobility (Giannouli et al. 2016; van Lummel et al. 2015) which are therefore
expected to be associated differently with specific cognitive domains.
Previous research has demonstrated a robust relationship between gait and executive
functions (Martin et al. 2013; Yogev‐Seligmann et al. 2008). However, gait has been assessed
in standardized laboratory settings, which differ from real life in multiple respects: In
everyday situations, persons often move in a complex and visually cluttered environment,
they execute a non-repetitive sequence of activities (e.g., bus riding, then shopping, then
visiting a café), often engage in multitasking (e.g., looking for a product on the shelves while
avoiding collisions with other shoppers), respond to unexpected events (e.g., keeping
balance when the bus driver hits the brake) and they pursue those activities not because
they are instructed to do so, but in order to achieve some desirable goal. In other words,
standardized laboratory settings typically lack ecological validity and findings may therefore
not be fully transferrable to real life (Chaytor and Schmitter-Edgecombe 2003).
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Most of the existing research examining the association between mobility and cognition has
focused on either one cognitive domain or on one aspect of mobility at a time and mostly
only on laboratory measures. Therefore, this study explores the relationships between
different aspects of cognitive functioning with measures of the two fundamentally different
aspects of mobility, i.e., capacity and performance, as defined by the World Health
Organization. Our study specifically aims to analyze the strength of the associations of
different cognitive domains with mobility capacity and real-life mobility performance.
We hypothesize that cognitive functioning is more related to real-life mobility performance
than to mobility capacity as measured with standardized laboratory tests. The study’s results
will add to our knowledge of the associations between cognition and mobility and thus may
contribute to the institution of preventive measures to delay the transition to dependency
and promote higher quality of life in old age.

Methods
This study was part of the ‘Mobility study’ of the German Sport University Cologne which
aimed to analyze determinants of daily life mobility in older adults. All participants
completed a laboratory-based test battery including several physical, cognitive, social and
psychometric tests as well as an ambulatory mobility assessment. The local ethics committee
approved the study protocol, which is in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki.

Participants
Community-dwelling participants were recruited by following strategies: (1) presentations of
the project at local senior citizen gatherings, (2) individual invitation letters to persons who
expressed interest in participating in studies of the Institute of Movement and Sport
Gerontology in the past, and (3) handing out information brochures about the study and
individual approach in settings such as local doctor’s offices, pharmacies, churches, and
senior sport groups. In order to increase the performance spectrum and therefore also
representativeness of our sample, we also recruited participants from assisted living facilities
by presenting our project during special events on-site. In total, 86 persons meeting the
criteria for participation in the study were initially recruited. Inclusion criteria were: age
older than 65 years, no serious neurological diseases which could interfere with functional
mobility (e.g., Parkinson’s disease, acute/severe stroke with high motor/sensory deficits and
multiple sclerosis.) no cardiovascular diseases, no cognitive impairment, ability to stand up
from a chair independently, a physician’s written statement of non-objection for this person
to participate confirming the absence of these exclusion criteria and informed consent to the
study design.
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Mobility measures
Mobility capacity was assessed in the laboratory using the extended, instrumented version
(Salarian et al. 2010) of the Timed Up-and-Go test (Podsiadlo and Richardson 1991). Besides
the parameter ‘total duration’ for the completion of the test (iTUG), the execution of each of
the tests subcomponents was quantified using the data recorded by the six inertial
measurement units (Opal, APDM Inc., Portland, OR, USA) attached to the participants’
bodies by calculating following variables (see Salarian et al. 2007; Salarian and Horak 2010;
Salarian et al. 2004): sit-to-stand (StS) transition: peak velocity (degrees/s), range of motion
of the trunk (ROM-Trunk) (degrees); Gait: stride length (m), stride velocity (m/s), cadence
(steps/min); Turn: duration (s), peak velocity (degrees/s), number of steps (NOS); Turn-to-Sit
(TtS) transition: peak velocity (degrees/s). Each participant completed three trials. The first
trial was considered as practice, and the mean values from the second and third trial were
used for analysis.
Mobility performance in real life was assessed over one week based on measuring motion–
sensor and GPS data by means of smartphone technology. The detailed ambulatory mobility
assessment strategy and data handling for the calculation of the used variables have been
described elsewhere (Giannouli et al. 2016). In brief, from the motion–sensor data, the
variable ‘Active- & Gait Time’ (AGT) was used, which is the sum of the durations (in hours) of
active and gait intervals—as identified based on activity counts and metabolic equivalents
(METs) (Sasaki et al. 2011) and a step detector (Ryu et al. 2013). From the GPS data following
variables were used: ‘life-space’ (km2), the area within which the participants moved during
the registration period; ‘Distance’ (km), the total distance travelled during the registration
period; and ‘maximum action range’ (AR-max) (km), the largest straight-line distance away
from the home location during the registration period.

Cognitive measures
The cognitive assessment included executive functioning measures which are necessary for
both mobility capacity and mobility performance with special focus on visuospatial cognitive
tasks, as they have been found to interfere with locomotor control to a greater extent than
non-spatial tasks (Beurskens and Bock 2012; Cohen et al. 2016; Menant et al. 2014). More
specifically, we measured planning, spatial working memory and visuospatial attention. To
measure planning ability, two subtasks of the HOTAP picture-sorting test (Menzel-Begemann
2009) were used. For the first part of the test (HOTAP.A), which is based on the picture
arrangement task of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale, participants had to
chronologically arrange pictures of everyday situations (e.g., shopping in a supermarket or
refuel a car at a gas station) that were presented in a wrong order. For the second part of
the test (HOTAP.B), participants had to read a story and then arrange the pictures of
situations presented in front of them according to the story. In both parts, every correctly
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rearranged picture granted one point. The outcome variables were the sum of the points
divided by the time they needed to arrange the cards.
Participants’ spatial working memory was assessed via a simple and a complex Grid-Span
task (Hale et al. 1996). In both tasks, participants had to remember the locations of a series
of stimuli (X signs) that were presented sequentially in the nine cells of a grid, which
remained on the screen throughout the series. The difference between the simple and the
complex span task concerns stimuli reproduction. In the simple task (GSS), participants had
to respond by marking those cells where stimuli had been presented. In the complex span
task (GSC), they had to mark cells one position to the right of the one they had been
presented. Outcome variable for both test versions was the maximum number of stimuli the
participants could reproduce correctly (participants had three trials for every set of stimuli).
Visuospatial attention was assessed with the Attention Window test (Hüttermann et al.
2013). Participants fixated in the center of a screen while two sets of four different forms
(light or dark gray triangles, squares, circles) were presented equidistantly from the fixation
point along one of four axes (horizontal, vertical, diagonal) in different distances for 600 ms.
Participants were then prompted to report the number of the light-gray triangles, first in one
and then in the other set of forms. Responses were not measured in terms of speed.
Outcome variables were the percentage of correct answers along all axes (AWT) as well as
along the horizontal axis (AWH). Answers were considered correct only if the reported
number was correct for both sets.

Statistical analyses
Data analysis consisted of four main phases: a multiple correlation approach to look into the
overall relationships between all mobility and cognition parameters; a factor analytic
approach for the mobility variables; a multiple correlation analysis between the cognitive
variables and the resulting mobility factors and a multiple regression analysis. The principal
component analysis (PCA) was conducted in order to establish underlying dimensions
between different mobility parameters. Varimax rotation was used to derive orthogonal
factor scores, applying the Kaiser’s eigenvalue-greater-than-one rule.
The scores of the resulting factors (which were computed using the regression method) as
well as the cognitive measures were then used for another multiple correlation analysis to
identify which mobility parameters best relate to cognition. Finally, a series of stepwise
multiple regression analyses in which the four factors resulting from the PCA served as
dependent variables and the five cognitive measures (HOTAP.A, HOTAP.B, AWT, AWH, GSS,
GSC) as predictors. For all analyses, the significance level was set at 0.05 except for the
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test which was used to assess the normality of the datasets and for
which the significance level was set at 0.10.
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Results
Descriptive statistics
From the initial 86 participants, two were excluded from the analysis for not completing the
ambulatory mobility assessment, 15 for not providing a complete GPS or motion–sensor
dataset and three because of missing iTUG variables. The final sample, therefore, consisted
of 66 persons. In these subjects, the mean real-life mobility registration period was 7.03 ±
1.64 days. Table 1 provides a description of the sample’s demographics and also summarizes
their cognitive and mobility measures.
Participants were primarily women. Men and women were similar in age. Twelve percent of
the participants were living in assisted living facilities. Half of the participants were living
alone and only 14% had a higher education degree. None of the participants was using gait
assistance. In total, 74% of the participants reported health problems (42% were
multimorbid and another 32% suffered from a single disease). The main reported health
problems were: cardiovascular diseases (36% of the subjects), internal/endocrinological
diseases (38%), orthopedic problems (39%), neurological/psychiatric diseases (11%) and
others (2%). Regarding use of medication, 69% of the participants reported using medication
(35% of the participants used multiple kinds of medication and 24% only one kind).
Overall correlation approach
The initial correlation approach between all mobility and cognitive measures revealed
significant correlations mostly for the Attention Window test (between r = .228 and r = .513),
and especially the AWH (between r = .257 and r = .513), which correlated significantly with
12 of the 14 mobility variables from all categories. HOTAP.A and HOTAP.B correlated
significantly only with real-life mobility (between r = .240 and r = .345 and between r = .241
and r = .258, respectively) and gait parameters (between r = .320 and r = .321 and
between r = .241 and r = .326, respectively). The Grid-Span tasks showed the least and
weakest significant correlations (between r = .205 and r = .308). All bivariate correlations
between cognitive and mobility measures are presented in Table 2.
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Table 1: Participants’ descriptive data, cognitive measures and mobility measures
Mean
SD
Min.
Max.
Descriptive data
Age (total sample) (years)
72.3
5.6
65
88
Men (n=24)
Women (n=42)

71.9
72.6
23.7

4.9
6.0
3.2

65
64
16.7

83
88
33.1

Cognitive measures
HOTAP.A
HOTAP.B
Attention Window (total)

10.2
7.0

4.3
2.6

4.1
2.5

24.5
14.3

70.4

23.5

5.7

95.0

Attention Window (Horizontal)

69.7

22.6

3.4

96.6

Grid-Span (simple)

4.6

1.1

3.0

8.0

Grid-Span (complex)

3.8

0.9

3.0

6.0

4.3

0.9

1.8

6.1

116.7

64.7

13.1

289.6

Life-space (km²)

59.7

62.1

0.2

300.0

AR-max (km)

10.1

4.4

0.5

15.0

16.16

2.65

11.49

30.21

Stride Length (m)

1.41

0.12

1.06

1.62

Stride Velocity (m/s)

1.39

0.16

0.82

1.77

118.55

11.19

88.43

151.74

Duration (s)

2.24

0.70

1.23

5.04

NOS (n)

4.97

1.36

2.00

9.50

171.7
Sit-to-Stand transition measures

38.5

91.0

296.9

35.4

7.2

20.3

53.2

117.8
Turn-to-Sit transition measures

46.5

68.1

349.2

BMI (kg/m²)

Real-life mobility measures
AGT (h)
Distance (km)

iTUG measures
iTUG (s)
Gait measures

Cadence (steps/m)
Turn measures

Peak Velocity (degrees/s)
ROM-Trunk (degrees)
Peak Velocity (degrees/s)

Peak Velocity (degrees/s)

180.7
42.7
78.1
273.9
Mean: average values; SD: standard deviation; Min: minimum values; Max: maximum values;
BMI: body mass index; AGT: active and gait time; AR-max: maximum action-range; iTUG:
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instrumented Timed Up and-Go test; NOS: number of steps; ROM-Trunk: range of motion of
the trunk.

Table 2: Uncorrected correlation coefficients (Pearson’s for the normal-distributed and
Spearman for the not-normal-distributed datasets) r between all mobility measures and
cognitive measures (* p < .05; ** p < .01)

AGT
Distance
Life-Space
AR-max
iTUG

HOTAP.A
.192
.240*

HOTAP.B
.249*
.258*

AWT
.407**
.319**

AWH
.441**
.360**

GSS
-.045
.075

GSC
.168
.222*

.345**
.292**
-.320**

.241*
.185
-.273*

.315**
.228*
-.256*

.412**
.345**
-.303**

-.011
-.001
-.182

.183
.174
-.198

.321**
.241*
.149
.259*
.197
.157
**
**
*
**
Stride Velocity
.321
.326
.273
.303
.202
.270*
Cadence
.110
.153
.171
.139
-.032
.104
**
**
*
Turn: duration
-.164
-.069
-.294
-.353
-.219
-.106
*
*
Turn: NOS
-.078
.001
-.197
-.257
-.205
-.093
**
**
**
Turn: PeakVelocity
.134
.112
.357
.384
.308
.228*
StS: ROM-Trunk
.067
.132
.371**
.352**
.173
.285*
StS: Peak Velocity
.108
.073
.167
.133
-.010
.156
**
**
*
Tts: PeakVelocity
.181
.198
.483
.513
.214
.241*
AWT: attention window total (along all axes); AWH: attention window horizontal; GSS: gridspan simple; GGC: grid-span complex; AGT: active and gait time; AR-max: maximum actionrange; iTUG: instrumented Timed Up and-Go test; Turn:NOS: number of steps during the 180
degrees turn; StS:ROM-Trunk: range of motion of the trunk during the sit-to-stand transition;
StS:PeakVelocity: peak velocity during the sit-to-stand transition; Tts: PeakVelocity: peak
velocity during the turn-to-sit transition
Stride Length

Principal component analysis
All 14 mobility variables (as presented in Table 1) were included in the principal component
analysis, which yielded five orthogonal factors accounting for 83.2% of total variance.
However, the fifth factor included only one item (stride length) and since factors with fewer
than three items loading on them are considered weak and unstable (Costello and Osborne
2005; Henson 2006), it was not considered in further analyses. The Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin
(KMO) Measure of Sampling Adequacy (.657) and the Bartlett’s test of Sphericity (p = .000)
indicated that the underlying assumptions for factor analysis were met (Williams et al.
2012). The remaining four-factor structure is presented in Table 3: three factors represent
iTUG-based capacity data and one factor represents real-life mobility data with GPS-derived
variables and little contribution of physical activity variables.
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Table 3: Item loadings for the Varimax-rotated solution

Turn

AGT
Lifespace
Distance
AR-max
iTUG
Stride Velocity
Cadence
StS:ROM-Trunk
StS:Peak Velocity
Turn:Duration
Turn:NOS
Turn:Peak Velocity
Tts:PeakVelocity
Explained Variance

1
.259
.111
.110
-.019
-.335
.197
.032
.135
-.107
-.924
-.932
.856
.594
35.7%

Gait

Real-Life
Mobility

Sit-to-Stand
Transition

2

3

4

.406
-.019
-.057
.078
-.812
.832
.918
.030
.141
-.257
.120
.258
.420

.484
.879
.864
.854
-.129
.049
-.128
.016
.019
-.042
-.008
.140
.266

.349
-.150
.049
.107
-.124
.092
.051
.855
.867
.044
.057
.086
.248

16.8%

14.0%

9.5%

AGT: active and gait time; AR-max: maximum action-range; iTUG: instrumented Timed Up
and-Go test; StS:ROM-Trunk: range of motion of the trunk during the sit-to-stand transition;
StS:PeakVelocity: peak velocity during the sit-to-stand transition; Turn:NOS: number of steps
during the 180 degrees turn.

Correlation analysis
Table 4 illustrates that AW correlated significantly with most mobility parameters—as
formed by the scores of the factor analysis, whereas both HOTAP tasks correlated with reallife mobility measures and HOTAP.B additionally with gait. GSS correlated significantly only
with Turn variables and the GSC did not correlate significantly with any of the mobility
parameters.
Multiple regression analysis
To evaluate the predictive ability of cognition for each of the mobility parameters—as
formed by the factor analysis—four stepwise multiple regression analyses were conducted.
For the stepwise model, the limit was F = 0.05 for entry and F = 0.10 for removal of variables.
The predictor variables were checked for multicollinearity, and all variance inflation factor
values were equal to 1 indicating no multicollinearity among factors.
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The Attention Window measures were the only significant predictors retained in the four
models: AWH for the models ‘Turn’ (R 2 = .102, p < .01), ‘Gait’ (R 2 = .079, p < .05), and ‘reallife mobility’ (R 2 = .135, p < .01) and AWT for the ‘sit-to-stand Transition’ model (R 2 = .086,
p < .01). Table 5 summarizes the results of the multiple regression analyses.

Table 4: Uncorrected correlation coefficients (Pearson’s for the normal-distributed and
Spearman for the not-normal-distributed datasets) between factor scores and cognitive
measures
HOTAP.A HOTAP.B
.028
.010

Turn

AWT
.282*

AWH
.316**

GSS
.210*

GSC
.056

Gait
.199
.237*
.179
.027
.107
.196
Real-Life
.274*
.229*
.322**
.396**
-.012
.175
Mobility
Sit-to-Stand
.114
.152
.315**
.271*
.086
.203
Transition
AWT: attention window total (along all axes); AWH: attention window horizontal; GSS: gridspan simple; GGC: grid-span complex
* p<.05; ** p<.01
Table 5: Predictors and their standardized regression coefficients for the mobility-related
activity measures.
Turn

Gait

Real-Life Mobility

Predictors

Beta

Predictors

Beta

Predictors

Beta

AWH

.319**

AWH

.281*

AWH

.368**

R²= .102**

R²=.079*

R²=.135**

Sit-to-Stand
Transition
Predictors
Beta
AWT

.293*

R²=.086*

excluded variables
HOTAP.A

-.063

HOTAP.A

.132

HOTAP.A

.188

HOTAP.A

-.006

HOTAP.B

-.155

HOTAP.B

.143

HOTAP.B

.088

HOTAP.B

-.01

AWT

-.011

AWT

-.338

AWT

-.154

AWH

.022

GSS

.116

GSS

-.082

GSS

-.117

GSS

.009

GSC

-.06

GSC

.06

GSC

.008

GSC

.032

AWT: attention window total (along all axes); AWH: attention window horizontal; GSS: gridspan simple; GGC: grid-span complex
* p<.05; ** p<.01
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Discussion
The aim of this study was to investigate the relative contribution of different cognitive
domains toward mobility capacity and real-life mobility performance.
A principle component analysis reduced our mobility measures to four orthogonal factors.
‘Real-life mobility’ was an independent factor from other mobility-related factors (‘Turn,’
‘Gait’ and ‘StS’). This is in line with previous research stating that mobility capacity and
mobility performance constitute separate domains of physical function (Giannouli et al.
2016; van Lummel et al. 2015).
Similar to previous research, we found cognition to be associated with all aspects of
mobility, namely, with physical activity (Buchman et al. 2008; Zhu et al. 2015), GPS-derived
measures such as life-space (Tung et al. 2014) and action range (Tung et al. 2014; Wettstein
et al. 2014b), gait (Buchman et al. 2011; Inzitari et al. 2007; Martin et al. 2013; Mielke et al.
2013), turn (Herman et al. 2014; Mirelman et al. 2014), sit-to-stand transitions (Herman et
al. 2014; Mirelman et al. 2014) and mobility tests (Donoghue et al. 2012; Herman et al. 2011;
Herman et al. 2014; McGough et al. 2011; Mirelman et al. 2014).
A specific pattern can be discerned in Table 4. Cognition had most significant associations
with real-life mobility, fewer with ‘sit-to-stand’ and ‘turn’ and only one association with
‘gait.’ This is in line with the view that more complex activities require more complex
cognitive contributions. Furthermore, spatially distributed attention had the most significant
links to mobility, planning had fewer links and working memory had only one weak link,
suggesting that mobility draws differently on different cognitive functions. The predominant
role of visuospatial attention is in line with previous studies about the association between
the useful field of view—a similar construct as our Attention Window and life-space (Sartori
et al. 2012). It also is in accordance with studies reporting significant relationships between
yaw amplitude during turns and attention (Herman et al. 2014) or visual-spatial ability
(Mirelman et al. 2014). The small role of spatial working memory is in agreement with
Wettstein et al. (2014b) but not with another study (Buchman et al. 2008); spatial working
memory may play a minor role for mobility, or our Grid-Span test may not be sensitive
enough to capture that role.
It might seem surprising that steady gait correlated little with cognition in the present study,
given that earlier work found close associations, particularly with executive functioning
(Martin et al. 2013; Mielke et al. 2013), working memory (Buchman et al. 2011) and
attention (Inzitari et al. 2007; Martin et al. 2013). However, our preliminary correlation
analysis did yield significant correlations of both gait variables with all cognitive measures
(see Table 2), which indicates that correlations reported in the literature were present in our
data as well, but were masked by more predominant effects in our analysis.
To sum up, we found cognition to correlate more closely with performance than with
capacity, in accordance with our hypothesis. Visuospatial attention was the most
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predominant predictor of mobility, which is in line with previous research showing
significant relationships between attention and several aspects of mobility such as overall
motor performance (Inzitari et al. 2007), mobility (Owsley and McGwin 2004) and stair
descent performance (Telonio et al. 2014). Hence, it is likely that attention training also has a
positive effect on motor performance. Indeed, the study of Li et al. (2010) found transfer
effects of non-motor attention training on balance ability. Further studies should examine
the effects of attention training on additional aspects of mobility, for example gait but also
out-of-home mobility.
Although this study has the strength of examining the relationships between cognitive
functioning and a wide range of mobility parameters, we acknowledge several limitations.
First of all, the cross-sectional design does not allow causal conclusions. Secondly, we could
have included other or additional measures of mobility and cognition in our study. Our
cognitive measures were limited to only three domains, and our mobility assessment was
based on typical laboratory measures in combination with general mobility measures
obtained in real life. It would have been interesting to also include real-life gait measures.
However, at present it still is a methodological challenge to obtain reliable measures of gait
during unstandardized real-life conditions. Thirdly, our statistical analysis was suboptimal.
Data loss resulted in a smaller sample size than planned and statistical significance might be
inflated by the use of multiple statistical tests. In fact, Bonferroni–Holm adjustments for
multiple testing reduced significance to only one single association, that between real-life
mobility and AWH. Thus, Bonferroni–Holm adjustments actually highlighted the main
outcome of the study, namely the close link between attention and real-life mobility.
Further studies should aim to monitor the same measures of mobility in the laboratory and
in real-life, e.g., gait speed and examine the relationship between mobility and more/other
cognitive domains longitudinally, focusing especially on the role of attention by assessing the
attentional demands of mobility-related activities which are crucial for mastering activities of
daily living in old age.

Notes
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This study was funded by a grant from the German Sport University to the Graduate College
‘Reduced Mobility in Old Age’ and by the European Commission (FARSEEING, Seventh
Framework Program, Cooperation—ICT, Grant Agreement No. 288940).
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Abstract
Background: Reduced mobility is associated with a plethora of adverse outcomes. To
support older adults in maintaining their independence, it first is important to have deeper
knowledge of factors that impact on their mobility. Based on a framework that encompasses
demographical, environmental, physical, cognitive, psychological and social domains, this
study explores predictors of different aspects of real-life mobility in community-dwelling
older adults. Methods: Data were obtained in two study waves with a total sample of n=154.
Real-life mobility (physical activity-based mobility and life-space mobility) was assessed over
one week using smartphones. Active and gait time and number of steps were calculated
from inertial sensor data, and life-space area, total distance, and action range were
calculated from GPS data. Demographic measures included age, gender and education.
Physical functioning was assessed based on measures of cardiovascular fitness, leg and
handgrip strength, balance and gait function; cognitive functioning was assessed based on
measures of attention and executive function. Psychological and social assessments included
measures of self-efficacy, depression, rigidity, arousal, and loneliness, sociableness,
perceived help availability, perceived ageism and social networks. Maximum temperature
was used to assess weather conditions on monitoring days. Results: Multiple regression
analyses indicated just physical and psychological measures accounted for significant but
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rather low proportions of variance (5%-30%) in real-life mobility. Strength measures were
retained in most of the regression models. Cognitive and social measures did not remain as
significant predictors in any of the models. Conclusions: In older adults without mobility
limitations, real-life mobility was associated primarily with measures of physical functioning.
Psychological functioning also seemed to play a role for real-life mobility, though the
associations were more pronounced for physical activity-based mobility, than life-space
mobility. Further factors should be assessed in order to achieve more conclusive results
about predictors of real-life mobility in community-dwelling older adults.
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Background
Intact mobility is fundamental to healthy aging as it enables older adults to lead active and
independent lives. Unfortunately, mobility consistently decreases with advancing age (1,2),
and such reductions have been linked to many adverse consequences for health and
functioning. For example, reduced mobility has been linked to low quality of life (3),
cognitive decline (4,5), physical disability (6), falling (7), loss of independence,
institutionalization (8), poor health status (9) and ultimately death (10–13).
Given the significance of mobility for independent functioning and the adverse effects of a
reduced mobility on health, it is important to have knowledge of factors that have a negative
impact on real-life mobility of older adults. Such knowledge may provide input for the
further development of interventions aiming to prevent age-related mobility restrictions.
Real-life mobility comprises in-home mobility as part of domestic activities, as well as out-ofhome mobility, such as purchasing daily necessities, visiting neighborhood facilities for
healthcare or recreation as well as keeping up social relations. Thus, mobility in real-life may
include the use of assistive devices (e.g. walking aids) as well as passive means of
transportation, such as trains and cars. The above examples illustrate that the extent to
which someone is mobile does not only depend on the physical ability to be mobile (14), but
that mobility is a complex, multifaceted construct (15) with many potential influencing
factors. Literature typically distinguishes two aspects of real-life mobility. One aspect relates
to physical activity (i.e. any bodily movement produced by skeletal muscles that requires
energy expenditure (16). This physical activity-based mobility is typically assessed by
actigraphy, step counters, or questionnaires. The other aspect is life-space mobility, which
refers to the out-of-home/outdoor spatial mobility and includes physical activity-based
mobility as well as passive means of transportation, such as trains and cars. Life-space
mobility is determined by GPS or questionnaires.
In 2010, Webber et al. (17) introduced a framework including five categories of determinants
(cognitive, psychosocial, physical, environmental and financial) which all potentially can
influence mobility. Based on a variety of approaches, a number of studies have
demonstrated associations of real-life mobility and aspects of physical functioning, such as
muscle strength (18,19), cardiovascular fitness (20), gait (21,22), functional mobility and
balance (14,19,23); cognitive factors, such as global cognitive status (4,24), or domainspecific cognitive functions such as working memory (25,26), visuospatial attention (27,28)
and executive functioning (26,29); psychological factors such as control beliefs (30), outdoor
motivation/goals (31,32), spontaneity (33), depressive symptoms (34), fear of falling (35) and
social factors such as social network size (36) and social involvement (37). Moreover, real-life
mobility is associated with socio-demographic factors such as age, gender, income,
education (1,2,38), as well as environmental conditions such as size of living environment
(39) and proximity to relevant destinations (40) or weather conditions (41–43).
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These previous studies all investigated aspects of the relationships between real-life mobility
and its influencing factors. However, none of the studies presented a comprehensive
approach and a number of limitations can be identified: First of all, most of them relied on
subjective mobility assessments (i.e. retrospective self-reports/questionnaires) (44) which
are susceptible to recall bias due to memory issues and social desirability bias (overreporting
good behavior) (45,46) or, as mentioned above, have assessed factors from a single domain
of functioning (e.g. only physical or only cognitive), failing to deliver clear-cut conclusions
about the extent of contribution that each domain makes to real-life mobility. In addition to
this, they have often focused on vulnerable populations with multiple risk factors for
mobility restrictions, such as mild cognitive impairment (22,47) and Parkinson’s disease (48)
or have looked into single aspects of real-life mobility, e.g. only physical activity (31) or only
life-space mobility (49). However, mobility measures that reflect a person’s own activity and
mobility measures which reflect life-space mobility may be sometimes related (50) but in
essence they are different constructs which consequently may have differential associations
with the various domains of functioning. Thus, studies should take this into account and
assess all aspects of real-life mobility.
Aiming for a comprehensive approach based on the framework introduced by Webber et al.
(17), this study examined associations of potential predictors from multiple domains with
real-life mobility in older adults without severe physical and/or cognitive impairments. Our
analysis includes different aspects of objectively assessed real-life mobility; measures that
reflect a person’s physical activity-based mobility as well as measures that reflect life-space
mobility. We hypothesize that physical activity-based mobility will correlate mainly with
measures from the physical and psychological domain (rather than the cognitive domain
(51)). Life-space mobility, in contrast, (especially measures such as life-space area and
maximum action range) captures additional aspects of movement which may include the use
of passive means of transportation such as cars, or buses/trams for urban transportation and
trains/airplanes for transportation to regions beyond one’s city/town of residence, which do
not necessarily require high levels of physical capacity, as well as motivational aspects. Since
vehicle-related skills such as driving, and use of public transportation require high levels of
visuospatial processing (to avoid collisions) (52), executive functioning (to plan routes), and
memory (to remember destinations) (25), we hypothesize that life-space mobility will
correlate mainly with measures from the cognitive and psychosocial domain (e.g. selfefficacy and social network size) rather than the physical domain.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to simultaneously take into account
physical, cognitive, psychological, social, environmental and demographical measures in
analyzing predictors of real-life mobility, as measured objectively based on physical activitybased mobility as well as life-space mobility, in older adults without severe mobility
limitations and/or cognitive impairments.
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Methods
This study was run in two waves; Wave 1: February-September 2014 and Wave 2: MayDecember 2016. All participants underwent an ambulatory mobility assessment over one
week (on average) as well as a laboratory-based test battery divided into two sessions. The
ambulatory mobility assessment was the same for all participants. The multi-domain,
laboratory-based assessment included several physical, cognitive, social and psychometric
tests which partly differed between Wave 1 and Wave 2. The local ethics committee
approved the study protocol (Wave 1 Registration Nr: 5/2014 and Wave 2 Registration
number: 38/2015) which is in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki.
Participants
Community-dwelling older adults were recruited primarily by handing-out information
brochures and holding presentations about the study at local senior citizen gatherings. In
total, 157 persons (87 for Wave 1 and 70 for Wave 2) meeting the criteria for participation in
the study were initially recruited. Exclusion criteria were: age younger than 60 years,
suffering from any serious diseases which could interfere with functional mobility and
inability to stand up from a chair independently. All participants signed an informed consent
agreeing to participate in the study. Because the test battery of Wave 1 included a stresstest, participants of Wave 1 had to provide a physician’s written statement of non-objection
for this person to participate.
Real-life Mobility Assessment
Mobility in real life was assessed over one week based on motion (IMU) and positioning
(GPS) data from smartphones. The detailed procedure for the ambulatory mobility
assessment has been described elsewhere “reference deleted for review process”. In short,
participants were given a smartphone (Samsung Galaxy SIII™) in an elastic belt which they
wore around their waist all day and took off only while sleeping and showering. The real-life
data recording took place between the first laboratory session, in which participants
received the smartphone, and the second session, in which they returned it. We aimed to
record participants’ real-life mobility for 7 days. However, it was not always possible to
organize the sessions exactly 7 days apart. As a result, the total registration time ranged
from 6 to 9 days.
From the IMU data following two variables were calculated (53): ‘Active- & Gait Time’ (AGT)
[h], defined as the sum of active and gait intervals with an intensity higher than 3 METs; and
‘Number of steps’ (Steps). Since data collection did not target full 24-hour periods and
registration times differed between days and participants, we adjusted the data by excluding
registration periods before 7.00AM and after 9.00PM as well as registration periods shorter
than 9 hours; AGT and Steps scores were then scaled to fit a 12-hour day and were
subsequently averaged across all registration days of a given participant.
From the GPS data following three variables were calculated: based on the R ‘chull’ function,
‘Life-space area’ [km²] was calculated as the convex hull of all GPS coordinates that were
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obtained during one day. The available daily life-space area values were then averaged to
obtain (average) life-space area per day for each participant; ‘total Distance’ [km], defined as
the average daily displacement of a person during the registration period; and ‘Maximum
action range’ (AR-max) [km], defined as the largest straight-line distance away from the
home location during the registration period. In order to focus on habitual mobility, only
data within 15km around the participants’ home (comparable to the size of the greater area
of “location deleted for review process”, where the study took place) were included in the
analysis. Since GPS reception is usually not possible indoors, the life-space mobility measures
primarily cover outdoors mobility. Contrary to the physical activity-based measures, they
also cover passive modes of transportation. Figure 1 presents a typical example of GPS data
obtained over 7 recording days.

Multi-domain Measures
Three standard demographic measures (age, gender and education) as well as maximum
temperature (averaged across all days for each participant’s registration period) were used
as predictor variables for both study waves. Maximum temperature was included as a
weather (environmental) measure since it is known to affect mobility levels (41,54).
In addition to this, three relevant predictors were chosen for each of the four (physical,
cognitive, psychological and social) domains of functioning. Each predictor was
operationalized by one to four domain-specific measures. Table 1 presents all multi-domain
assessments that were administered in Wave 1 and Wave 2.
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Figure1: Sample GPS trajectories of one participant

Note: Each color represents trajectories for different days and the black house symbol
represents home location) “neighbourhood names hidden for review process”

Statistical Analyses
The variables ‘Life-space area’, ‘total Distance’ and ‘AR-max’ were square-root-transformed
to achieve normal distribution. Outlier cases (0.88%) were identified using Tukey’s outlier
filter (55) and removed. Missing data (0-4.3% for the Wave 1 variables and 0-4.7% for the
Wave 2 variables) were imputed using the pertinent mean values. To make sure that the
imputed dataset was not biased, we applied Little’s MCAR test, which showed that data
were missing randomly. In order to have a first look into the overall relationships between
real-life mobility and the various multi-domain measures we performed a multiple
correlation analysis (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients). Afterwards, a series of
stepwise multiple regression analyses were applied, in which the multi-domain factors that
were significantly correlated with real-life mobility served as predictors and the real-life
mobility measures served as dependent variables. For the stepwise models the limit was
F=0.10 for removal and F=0.05 for entry of variables. Normality of the residuals was checked
using the Shapiro-Wilk test. For all analyses, the significance level was set at 0.05; the only
exception was the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for the normality of datasets, for which the
significance level was set at 0.10.
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Correlation as well as the regression analyses were first performed for the two study waves
separately and then the common measures were used to complete these analyses with a
pooled dataset (n=154) from both studies.
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Table 1: Laboratory-based assessments for wave 1 and wave 2
Wave 1

Psychological

Cognitive

Physical

Domains

Predictors

Wave 2

Measures (Assessment tools)

Predictors

Measures (Assessment tools)

Gait

Gait Speed, iTUG (56)

Gait

Gait Speed

Muscle strength
Cardio fitness
Planning ability

Handgrip Strength, Leg Strength
PWC 130
HOTAP.A Test (58)

Muscle strength
Balance
Planning ability

Handgrip Strength, Leg Strength
Jerk, 4SST (57)
HOTAP.A Test (58)

Visuospatial attention

Attention-Window (AW) test (59)

Visuospatial attention

Attention-Window (AW) Test (59)

Spatial working memory

Grid-Span (60)

Switching

TMT, D2 Test of Attention (61)

Self-efficacy

FES (62), GSE (63)

Self-efficacy

Rigidity

MPTE.2 (67)

Loneliness

FES (64), ABC-D (62) , SSE (65), mGES-D
(66)
UCLA Loneliness Scale (UCLA) (68)

Arousal

MPTE.1 (67)

Depression

GDS (69)

Social

Sociableness
MPTE.3 (67)
Sociableness
MPTE.3 (67)
Perceived Help Availability ISEL-TSS (70)
Perceived Help Availability ISEL-TSS (70)
Perceived Ageism
ASS (71)
Social Networks
LSNS (72)
Note: iTUG=instrumented Timed Up-and-Go Test, PWC=Physical Work Capacity Test, HOTAP= Action- and Daily planning, FES=Falls Efficacy Scale,
GSE=General Self-Efficacy Scale, MPTE= Multidimensional Personality Test for Adults , ISEL-TSS= Interpersonal Support Evaluation List-Tangible
Support Subscale, ASS=Ageism Survey Scale, 4SST=Four Square Step Test, TMT=Trail-Making-Test, ABC-D=German version of the Activities-Specific
Balance Confidence, SSE=Stair Self-Efficacy Scale, mGES= modified Gait Efficacy Scale, GDS=Geriatric Depression Scale, LSNS= Lubben Social
Network Scale
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Results
Descriptive statistics
From the 157 participants, three were excluded from the analysis: one for dropping out of
the study after the first test session and two for not completing the ambulatory mobility
assessment. The final sample, therefore, consisted of 85 persons for Wave 1 and 69 persons
for Wave 2. Table 2 provides a description of the samples’ demographics as well as real-life
mobility measures. ‘Total Distance’ values were significantly different between wave 1 and
wave 2, therefore, they were excluded from further analysis.
Table 2: Demographic and real-life mobility descriptive data for the two study waves, mean
±SD or %
Wave 1
Wave2
Age (years)
72.3±5.9
69.5±4.9
Women
62%
62%
age
72.4±5.8
69.0±4.9
Men
38%
38%
age
72.4±5.9
70.3±5.0
BMI (kg/m2)
24.3±3.45
25.3±4.07
IPAQ (score)
7403±5840
7370±6539
Living in assisted living facilities
15%
0%
Gait assistance
0%
0%
Living alone
50%
39%
Higher education degree
18%
26%
Fallers
19%
40%
Reported health problems
77%
93%
Multimorbid
43%
69%
Exercising regularly
78%
77%
Real-life measures
Mean registration days
7.6±1.9
6.7±1.6
AGT [h]
1.07±0.51
1.13±0.51
Steps (n)
9604±3539
10323±3485
-1
Cadence (min )
104.5±5.5
103.9±94.2
Life-Space area [km²]
11.7±17.1
13.6±0.1
Total Distance [km]
23.6±17.3
40.3±26.2
AR-max [km]
9.44±4.9
9.70±4.2
Tables 3 summarizes the descriptive data of the multi-domain assessments for the two study
waves
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Table 3: Descriptive data for Wave 1 and Wave 2 (For an explanation of abbreviations, see
legends to Table1)
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Domain

Wave 1
Measures

Mean (±SD) Mean (±SD)

Grip Strength [N] 281.65
(±111.72)

283.84
(±114.85)

Physical

Leg Strength [KgNE/KgBW] 1.43
(±0.45)

1.48
(±0.46)

Grip Strength [N]
Leg Strength [KgNE/KgBW]

PWC 1.61
(±0.88)
0.0858
(±0.059)

Jerk [m/s³]

iTUG [s] 16.01
(±2.61)
7.73
(±1.66)

Cognitive

Wave 2
Measures

Gait Speed [m/s] 1.35
(±0.16)

1.42

HOTAP.A 10.3
(±4.59)

13.3

Attention Window 69.3
(±22.54)

32.1

(±0.14)
(±4.33)
(±11.16)

4SST
Gait Speed [m/s]
HOTAP.A
Attention Window

Grid-Span 3.85
(±0.93)
144.5
(±44.01)

50.14
(±24.57)

FES 19.34
(±4.04)

19.35
(±4.39)

d2
TMT (B-A)
FES

Psychological

GSE 33.05
(±4.93)
MPTE.1 8.02
(±2.06)
MPTE.2 9.41
(±2.34)
83.48
(±22.32)

90.56
(±12.91)

89.2
(±15.74)

54.07
(±4.26)

1.39

Social

(±1.68)

MPTE.3 2.56
(±2.2)

2.44

ISEL-TSS 20.24
(±3.81)

21.13

(±1.91)
(±3.4)

SSE
ABC
mGES-D
UCLA
GDS
MPTE.3
ISEL-TSS

ASS 4.79
(±6.73)
33.1
(±7.4)

LSNS

Note: KgNE/KgBW =Knee extensor strength (kg) normalized for body weight (kg), B-A=points
for part B of the Trail-Making Test minus points for part A of the Trail-Making Test,
iTUG=instrumented Timed Up-and-Go Test, PWC=Physical Work Capacity Test, HOTAP=
Action- and Daily planning, FES=Falls Efficacy Scale, GSE=General Self-Efficacy Scale, MPTE=
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Multidimensional Personality Test for Adults , ISEL-TSS= Interpersonal Support Evaluation
List-Tangible Support Subscale, ASS=Ageism Survey Scale, 4SST=Four Square Step Test,
TMT=Trail-Making-Test, ABC-D=German version of the Activities-Specific Balance Confidence,
SSE=Stair Self-Efficacy Scale, mGES= modified Gait Efficacy Scale, GDS=Geriatric Depression
Scale, LSNS= Lubben Social Network Scale

Correlation analyses
Wave 1
Table 4 illustrates that all multi-domain assessments except education, maximum
temperature, general self-efficacy, MPTE-3 and ISEL-TSS had significant associations with at
least one of the real-life measures. Leg strength correlated significantly with all four of the
real-life measures but iTUG showed in average the strongest correlations. General selfefficacy (GSS) correlated significantly with only one real-life measure, and Grid-Span showed
the weakest correlations. Overall, correlation coefficients were low to moderate (73).
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Table 4: Correlation coefficients r between all real-life mobility measures and multi-domain
measures for Wave 1. Shaded cells represent significant correlations (∗p<.05; ∗∗p<.01).
Life-Space
AR-max
area

-.332**

-.124

-.256**

-.256**

Gender

.148

.146

.189*

.097

Education

-.059

-.093

.113

.038

Maximum Temperature

-.097

-.133

-.169

-.129

Grip Strength

.251*

.121

.329**

.184*

Leg Strength

.336**

.274**

.286**

.263**

PWC

.17

.258**

-.079

.021

iTUG

-.429**

-.237*

-.161

-.087

Stride Velocity

.346**

.201*

.146

.067

HOTAP.A

.266**

.028

.250*

.257**

Attention Window

.332**

.137

.249*

.209*

Grid-Span

.194*

.128

.204*

.180*

Falls Efficacy Scale

-.229*

-.126

-.093

-.191*

General Self-Efficacy

-.101

-.137

-.094

-.096

MPTE.1 (arousal)

-.301**

-.267**

-.029

-.162

MPTE.2 (rigidity)

-.390**

-.382**

-.055

-.109

MPTE.3 (sociableness)

-.035

.002

.127

.073

ISEL-TSS

.132

.032

.145

.146

Ageism Survey Scale

-.246*

-.261**

-.119

-.186*

Social

Physical

Age

Cognitive

Steps

Psychological

AGT

Note: iTUG=instrumented Timed Up-and-Go test, HOTAP= Action- and Daily planning,
PWC=Physical Work Capacity test, MPTE= Multidimensional Personality Test for Adults, ISELTSS= Interpersonal Support Evaluation List-Tangible support subscale
Wave 2
Similar to Wave 1, there were six measures from Wave 2 (maximum temperature, HOTAP.A,
Attention Window as well as all the social measures) that did not show significant
correlations with real-life measures. The measure which showed the most significant
correlations with real-life measures was grip strength, correlating significantly with all four of
the real-life measures. However, the strongest correlations were found for the 4SST. The
correlation coefficients were low to moderate for this wave as well. Table 5 illustrates all
bivariate correlation coefficients between the predictor measures and the real-life measures.
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Social

Psychological

Cognitive

Physical

Table 5: Correlation coefficients r s between all real-life mobility measures and multi-domain
measures for Wave 2. Shaded cells represent significant correlations (∗p<.05; ∗∗p<.01).

Age
Gender
Education
Maximum Temperature
Grip Strength
Leg Strength
Jerk
4SST
Gait Speed
HOTAP.A
Trail Making Test (B-A)
d2 Test of Attention
Attention Window
Falls Efficacy Scale
Stair Self-Efficacy Scale
ABC-D
mGES-D
UCLA loneliness scale
Geriatric Depression Scale
Lubben Social Network
Scale
MPTE3
ISEL-TSS

-.177
-.036
.285**
-.019
.283**
-.007
-.184
-.218*
.197
.037
-.177
.082
-.07
-.19
.217*
.212*
.211*
-.117
-.267*

Life-Space
area
-.043
.340**
.031
-.099
.201*
.240*
-.072
-.038
.028
.05
-.02
.155
.002
.072
-.001
.001
-.018
-.037
.101

-.101
.349**
.12
-.077
.205*
.239*
-.035
.011
.056
.068
-.05
.148
.084
.041
.006
-.005
.077
-.025
.02

-.111
-.176
.054

.047
.061
.073

.149
-.027
.136

AGT

Steps

-.397**
-.09
.372**
-.007
.319**
.065
-.314**
-.431**
.218*
.198
-.306**
.201*
-.006
-.206*
.277*
.265*
.229*
-.074
-.234*
.005
-.132
.001

AR-max

Note: ABC-D=German version of the Activities-Specific Balance Confidence, mGES= modified
Gait Efficacy Scale, MPTE= Multidimensional Personality Test for Adults, LSNS= Lubben Social
Network Scale

Pooled dataset
Table 6 summarizes the results of the correlation analysis for the pooled dataset. Grip
strength and leg-strength show the largest number and strongest correlations with real-life
mobility measures, which (considering also the larger sample size of the pooled dataset
compared with the two single waves) hints at the importance of physical measures for reallife mobility overall.
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Table 6: Correlation coefficients rs between all real-life mobility measures and multi-domain
measures for the pooled dataset. Shaded cells represent significant correlations (∗p<.05;
∗∗p<.01).

Physical

Cognitive

Steps

Age

-.366**

-.166*

-.191**

-.194**

Gender

.033

.064

.233**

.194**

Education

.173*

.13

.072

.003

Max. Temperature -.05

-.08

-.102

-.102

Grip Strength

.276**

.181*

.251**

.191**

Leg Strength

.265**

.216** .221**

.250**

Gait Speed

.233**

.138*

.108

.117

HOTAP.A

.221**

.051

.216**

.176*

-.052

-.021

.088

-.217**

-.147*

-.01

-.088

MPTE3

-.076

-.077

.048

.035

ISEL-TSS

.087

.052

.132

.142*

Attention Window .023

Psychological FES
Social

Life-Space
AR-max
area

AGT

Note: MPTE= Multidimensional Personality Test for Adults, ISEL-TSS= Interpersonal Support
Evaluation List-Tangible support subscale
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Regression analyses
To evaluate the predictive ability of the domain specific measures for each of the real-life
measures four stepwise multiple regression analyses were conducted for each dataset
(Wave 1, Wave 2 and pooled dataset). The predictor variables were checked for
multicollinearity, and all variance inflation factor values were below 1.117 indicating no
multicollinearity among factors. Their results are summarized in Table 7.
The best predictive model (i.e. the model with the highest adjusted coefficient of
determination) for all three datasets was AGT (R² between 14% and 30%), which had three
significant predictors for Wave 2 and two significant predictors for Wave 1 and the pooled
dataset, respectively. Most of the regression models had one or two significant predictors.
‘AGT’ of Wave 2 had three predictors. The predictor measures explained a somewhat larger
proportion of variance in real-life measures for Wave 1 (between 6% and 28%) and Wave 2
(between 8% and 30%) compared to the pooled dataset (between 5% and 14%).
Strength measures (and especially leg strength) were retained in all but four of the
regression models across all datasets. Adding iTUG, which was retained in another one
model, it is clear that measures from the physical domain were the most important for reallife measures. Demographic variables also seem to be important for real-life mobility,
especially age, which was retained in four regression models followed by education, which
was retained in two physical activity-based models (AGT and Steps). Neither cognitive nor
social measures were retained in any of the models. Psychological measures (rigidity and
self-efficacy measures) were retained in five regression models from Wave 1 and Wave 2.
Overall, the analyses indicated that the predictors accounted for a significant but low
proportion of variance (between 5% and 30%) in real-life measures.
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Table 7: Predictors with their standardized regression coefficients and the adjusted coefficients of determination for the physical activity-based and the lifespace models of Wave 1, Wave 2 and the pooled dataset (∗p<.05; ∗∗p<.01).

Physical activity-based mobility
AGT
Steps
Predictors
Beta
Predictors
iTUG.
MPTE.2

-.362*
-.325**

R²=.280**
Age
Education
SSE

-.294*
.325**
.277*

R²=.303**
Age
Leg Strength

-.287**
.201*

R²=.142**

MPTE.2
Leg Strength

Life-space mobility
Life-Space area
AR-max
Beta
Predictors
Beta
Predictors
Beta
Wave 1
-.371**
Leg Strength
.271*
Leg Strength
.266*
.221*
Age
-.341*

R²=.183**
mGES-D
Education
R²=.136*
Leg Strength

R²=.048*

R²= .063*
Wave 2
.310*
Grip Strength
.235*

R²=.142*

.341*

R²= .103*
Pooled dataset
.232*
Grip Strength

FES

-.299*

R²=.076*
.297**

R²= .082**

Grip Strength
Age

R²=.113**
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.244*
-.198*

Discussion
In the current work we aimed to examine the predictive value of demographic and
environmental factors, as well as factors from four domains of functioning (physical,
cognitive, psychological, social), for real-life mobility of community-dwelling older adults.
Our first hypothesis, that physical activity-based mobility would be associated with physical
and psychological functioning, was confirmed, whereas our second hypothesis (that lifespace mobility would be associated more with socio-cognitive functioning) was not.
Physical measures, and especially strength, showed the biggest influence on real-life mobility
(both for physical activity-based mobility as well life-space mobility). This is in line with
previous epidemiological studies that have reported associations between physical activity
(18), or life-space mobility (33), with several aspects of physical functioning. Since our GPS
analysis didn’t differentiate between active and passive modes of transportation, it may be
that our participants made little use of passive transportation and instead were mainly
physically active, which would explain the clear associations of physical and not so much of
cognitive and psychosocial measures with life-space mobility.
Contrary to our expectations, cognitive and social functioning showed no associations with
real-life mobility. Although a plethora of cross-sectional (27,36,74) as well as longitudinal
studies (75) show significant associations, discrepant results have also been reported
(76,77). Regarding cognition, models with cognitive measures as a sole predictor are usually
significant; however, adding other predictors often renders cognition non-significant (34). It
is possible that the role of cognition for real-life mobility, and especially life-space mobility,
would be different/more important, if participants with cognitive impairments were
included in the study. Also, some of the strongest and most usual intervening variables
modifying the relationship between mobility and cognition are psychological measures;
studies have reported on the interplay and mediating role of several psychological measures
such as depression (34) or motivational resources (29) for the association between mobility
and cognition, however again with mixed results. The importance of psychological measures
especially that of rigidity (MPTE.2) and self-efficacy for mobility in old age is also evident in
our results, though much more pronounced for physical activity-based mobility than lifespace mobility. MPTE.2 remained as a significant predictor in the models of AGT and steps.
This is in line with Tung et al. (22) as well as Tanaka & Yamagami (33), who reported
significant association between life-space and apathy as well as spontaneity, both constructs
very similar to rigidity. Furthermore, the importance of self-efficacy for real-life mobility is
depicted in the results of Wave 2, which are in accordance with Amireault et al. (31) and
Bauman et al. (78), as well as Auais et al. (35), highlighting the role of self-efficacy for
physical activity as well as life-space. Interestingly, compared with Wave 1, self-efficacy
measures were much more associated with mobility in Wave 2. This can be explained by the
fact that for Wave 2 self-efficacy was assessed much more comprehensively. According to
Bandura (79) there is no all-purpose measure of perceived self-efficacy; assessments should
be tailored to the specific domain of functioning that is the object of interest. Indeed, mGES68

D, a tool assessing self-efficacy specifically for walking, remained as a significant predictor for
the ‘Steps’ model, whereas SSE, a tool assessing self-efficacy for stair climbing remained as a
predictor for AGT, which covers a wider spectrum of activities than just walking, including
stair-climbing.
While previous studies report strong associations between environmental (e.g. weather)
factors (41) with real-life mobility, our results are in line with Ullrich et al (2019) (47) who did
not find any associations between life-space mobility and several weather parameters
(average temperature, precipitation height and snow depth). In our dataset maximum
temperature did not show any correlations with any of the real-life measures although this
specific weather measure has shown to be one of the best predictors of physical activity in
older people (54) and although there was enough variation in maximum temperature on the
days of data collection periods (Min=10.6°C, Max=29.5°C, Mean=21.5°C, SD=3.7°C).
Therefore, the role of additional weather measures for real-life mobility, such as
precipitation and sunshine hours, should be assessed further.
Finally, two of the three of the assessed demographic measures showed associations with
real-life measures; gender did not seem to affect real-life mobility. Age was associated with
both physical activity-based as well as life-space measures, whereas education only with
physical activity measures. The latter can be explained by the fact that highly educated
individuals are more likely to remain physically active due to their awareness of the positive
effects of an active lifestyle for health and quality of life.
Although the current study has the strength of examining the relationship between
objectively measured physical activity-based and life-space measures with a wide range of
potential multi-domain mobility-influencing factors, there are still other important factors
that potentially have a large influence on real-life mobility, such as (perceived) walkability of
the neighborhood, proximity and accessibility of points of interest, neighborhood
satisfaction (80) and personality traits (37), which were not assessed in this study. This
possibly explains the rather low proportion of variance that our predictors explained for reallife mobility overall, and especially for life-space mobility measures. However, our results are
comparable with the only study that has used Webber’s comprehensive framework (17) to
look into multidomain determinants for life-space mobility in older adults with cognitive
impairments (47) which found that physical and psychosocial measures (and not cognitive,
financial, environmental, cultural and biographical measures) accounted for 36% in lifespace mobility. Further limitations include the cross-sectional design of this study, which
does not allow causal conclusions, the sample size and type, which was limited to rather
high-functioning and active older adults, prohibiting the generalization of this study’s results
to other populations as well as the two different samples with somewhat large differences in
some of the common measures (e.g. Attention Window) which might have affected the
results of the pooled data analyses.
Future studies should examine other types of samples, e.g. frail or inactive individuals and
apply longitudinal designs looking into the change of real-life mobility and the remainder of
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potential influencing factors over time, preferably also factors that have not been assessed
in this study such as (perceived) walkability of the neighborhood, proximity and accessibility
of points of interest, and overall neighborhood satisfaction, as well as several skills like
driving, access to a vehicle etc.

Conclusions
Although given its limitations, this study cannot provide a definitive answer regarding the
factors that predict physical activity and life-space mobility, it provides first important
insights on the relative contribution of multi-domain factors for real-life mobility. Primarily
physical, but also psychological factors, were stronger predictors of real-life mobility (than
cognitive and social). Therefore, they should be important targets for interventions aiming to
improve real-life mobility in community-dwelling older adults without severe mobility
limitations. Specifically, such interventions should combine physical exercise with
strengthening of self-efficacy, e.g., through social networks, motivation strategies or
approaches based on Social Cognitive Theory (81). However, there is still a large proportion
of variance that remains unexplained, especially for life-space mobility, which indicates that
there are other factors that play a role for real-life mobility in older adults which have not
been assessed in this study which might also have implications for interventions that do not
address functioning but rather unmodifiable/hard to modify factors such as urban planning.
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Abstract
The ability to effectively execute compensatory steps is critical for preventing accidental
falls, and consequently stepping training is an essential ingredient of fall prevention
programs. In this paper, we propose a concept for stepping training that aims to maximize
training effects by taking into account recent research evidence and a precise dosing of
training ingredients. The concept addresses motor as well as cognitive falls-related aspects, it
is suitable for individual as well as group based training, and it does not require costly
equipment. Theory and evidence behind all of the training principles is reviewed, and an
example of an exercise protocol is described in detail. Participants are presented with
stepping patterns which they have to memorize and implement on a mat. In order to enable
investigation of dose-response effects, the difficulty level systematically and gradually
increases session by session based on four principles: execution speed, pattern complexity,
pattern length and execution in dual-/multi-tasking conditions. The presented concept can
be used as a framework for the development of further prevention and/or rehabilitation
stepping exercise programs. Further studies using this exercise regimen or modified versions
of it are encouraged.
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1. Introduction
In order to release older adults and healthcare systems from the burden of accidental falls, it
is important to timely detect fall risk factors and develop effective interventions for falls
prevention. Some of the strongest predictors for falls are deficits in lower-limb strength,
balance and gait performance (1). Specifically, accidental falls in older adults can be
frequently attributed to the inability to step precisely on the ground and to incorrect weighttransferring during everyday activities such as (single-task) walking (2, 3) or in situations that
require a simultaneous performance of several tasks (4). This can be explained by the agerelated changes in spatiotemporal characteristics of stepping for balance; older individuals
tend to: take too short steps or steps in the wrong direction (5, 6), to collide one leg against
the other during oblique steps (7, 8), have slower stepping reactions (9) and need more
attentional resources while walking under dual-task conditions (10).
The most important component of falls prevention exercise programs is balance training (11)
since good balance is crucial for maintaining postural equilibrium and thus for the avoidance
of falls. Balance exercise programs often focus on standing balance tasks, where the center
of mass has to be statically controlled over the base of support. However, these lack in
ecological validity and are not specific enough to cause neuromuscular adaptations that are
actually required in balance-threatening situations. As mentioned earlier, in real life,
maintaining balance to avoid a trip or a slip requires fast (rather than static/slow) stepping
movements as well as high foot placement accuracy in order to initiate a correct step or
inhibit a wrong one to quickly avoid an obstacle or an unexpected perturbation. Therefore,
effective falls prevention and rehabilitation exercise programs should focus on performing
precise, rapid and well-directed steps.
Stepping training is a form of highly specific balance training for falls prevention which
directly addresses stepping capacity – a commonly executed protective strategy for
maintaining balance in the everyday environment (12) and also an important fall risk factor
in older adults (13, 14). A recent systematic review and meta-analysis showed, indeed, that
both reactive and volitional stepping interventions reduce falls among older adults by
approximately 50% (15).
In addition to this, physical activity in general and even more so structured physical exercise
has shown to improve cognitive fall risk factors (16). In fact, combined physical and cognitive
training (such as a stepping training containing additional cognitive tasks), may lead to larger
improvements in cognitive and physical outcomes compared to physical or cognitive training
alone (17), possibly with greater impacts on daily functioning. Thus, targeting deficits in both
mobility and cognition through dual- and/or multi-tasking exercise programs is likely to
represent the most effective strategy to minimize cognitive and physical declines in healthy
older adults and therefore reduce the risk of falls and cognitive impairment.
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Finally, regardless of type of training (strength/balance/stepping training), difficulty level (i.e.
including increasingly challenging exercises e.g. either by adding a cognitive element, having
additional movements, or increasing speed) is crucial for the success of falls prevention
programs. This has been shown by systematic reviews (17, 18) as well as by a recent study
monitoring movement characteristics of stepping exergames (19).
In this paper we propose a concept for stepping training (StepIt) that aims to maximize
training effects in stepping capacity by taking into account recent research evidence and a
precise dosing of training ingredients. In the next sections, we first review the theory and
evidence behind Rhythmic Auditory Stimulation (RAS) used as an overall tool for stepping
interventions aiming to prevent falls. Afterwards, we elaborate on all defined key elements
of the proposed training by explaining their (neural) mechanisms. Finally, an exemplary
protocol of the StepIt exercise program which includes all the aforementioned principles is
described in detail and based on that, recommendations are presented on how this exercise
program can be adjusted to fit needs of different purposes and populations. The presented
concept can be used as a framework for the development of further prevention and/or
rehabilitation stepping exercise programs.

2. Rhythmic Auditory Stimulation
At the StepIt exercise program participants are presented with stepping patterns which they
have to memorize and then execute on a grid-like rubber mat using the method of rhythmic
auditory cueing as execution is done at paces delivered by a metronome. Rhythmic Auditory
Stimulation (RAS) is “a neurologic technique using the physiological effects of auditory
rhythm on the motor system to improve rhythmical movements like for example gait” (20).
To cue movements, metronomes and music (or a combination of them, i.e. metronome tone
embedded into music) are the most frequently used rhythmic auditory stimuli tools. They
have been used very effectively in the context of RAS-based motor rehabilitation programs
for patients suffering from various movement disorders (21), mostly as a result of
neurological diseases like stroke (22, 23), Parkinson’s disease (24, 25) and multiple sclerosis
(26). It has been consistently reported that stepping in time to a metronome can improve
pathological gait in neurological patients e.g. in terms of increased walking speed (27),
reduced step time asymmetry and step time variability (28) and increased stride length (29)
as well as in healthy, but fall-prone, older adults (30), even after only one training session
(31).
This profound effect of auditory rhythm to the motor system is due to the rich connectivity
between these two systems (auditory and motor) across a variety of cortical, subcortical and
spinal levels. In fact, the motor system is so sensitive to stimulation by the auditory system
that even simply listening to an auditory rhythm engages motor areas in the brain (32). The
auditory system detects and processes temporal information with high precision and speed
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(it is actually about 20-50ms faster and more precise than the visual and tactile systems(33)
and subsequently projects them into motor structures in the brain, creating entrainment
between the rhythmic signal and the motor response (Thaut and Kenyon 2003). In physics,
entrainment is defined as the process in which one system’s motion or signal frequency
entrains the frequency of another system. In clinical language, entrainment refers to the
process where the brain’s internal timekeeper adjusts to external timekeepers
(music/metronome etc.) enabling enhanced motor control in terms of increased anticipatory
mapping and scaling of optimal velocity and acceleration gait parameters across the fixed
movement interval (Thaut, McIntosh, and Hoemberg 2015). This movement
“reprogramming” results in higher gait speed as well as smoother and less variable
movement and muscle activation (Thaut et al. 1999).
Neuroimaging studies have described the neural basis for auditory-motor entrainment. The
auditory system has fiber connections from spinal motor neurons and up until the brain
stem, subcortical, and cortical levels (Thaut, McIntosh, and Hoemberg 2015). Brain areas
involved in rhythm processing, timing and duration perception, are closely related to those
which control movement, such as the premotor cortex, supplementary motor area (SMA),
cerebellum and basal ganglia. The cerebellum, which is involved in sensorimotor coupling,
may monitor rhythmic patterns and adjust behavior to changing tempos and therefore
control rhythmic auditory-motor synchronization. The putamen, and the basal ganglia in
general, are associated with rhythmic events and beat perception (37).
Overall, the process of continuous entrainment resulting from the attempt to synchronize
the movements with the rhythm requires repeated ‘error corrections’. This process takes
place throughout the StepIt exercise program and gradually improves with practice until
automatization is reached (38). This beneficial entrainment effect of rhythmic auditory
cueing has been suggested to involve a variety of mechanisms: i. supplement of sensory
deficits present in fall-prone persons, ii. neurophysiological changes, iii. enhancement of
auditory imagery, iv. reduction in musculoskeletal activation variability and v. reduction of
cognitive-motor interference (30).

3. Difficulty level principles
One of the basic theories of training is that in general a skill will improve if it is practiced.
Practicing a motor task that is varied along some task dimension is referred to as variable
practice and it is considered to be a method that enhances the ability to transfer the learned
task to a novel variation of the task or to a new environment (39). This happens because,
similar to the mechanism just described for the RAS technique, the continuous attempt to
adjust to altered conditions creates a trial-and-error mechanism that ultimately maximizes
retention (40).
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Progression during the StepIt exercise program is achieved by systematically manipulating
four training principles, two addressing motor load and two addressing cognitive load. Motor
load is increased gradually by increasing speed of execution and complexity of the stepping
pattern. Cognitive load is increased gradually by extending the length of the stepping
patterns and by adding additional cognitive/motor tasks. All four principles (execution speed,
pattern complexity, pattern length and execution in (Dual-Task (DT)/Multi-Task (MT)), based
on which progression was achieved, have been found to be important components of
effective balance training/falls prevention exercise programs in former single studies (14, 19,
41).
3.1 Execution speed
In order to improve the ability to step quickly, the tempo given by the metronome on which
participants have to execute the presented stepping patterns is increased across the training
sessions. The ability to step quickly is a critical factor in avoiding a fall (42). Unfortunately,
many community-dwelling older adults walk slower than the optimal speed for functioning
optimally in the everyday life (e.g. to cross a street safely as a pedestrian).
Stepping exercise programs for fall-prone individuals who often show sensory,
neuromuscular and cardiopulmonary deficits may be enhanced by a variable practice
schedule as manipulation of intensity by increasing movement speed increases demands in
these systems which in turn may after repeated training result in an increase in physiologic
reserve. Furthermore, stepping in high speeds transfers to a functional outcome as it
simulates the actions that need to be taken in real life to avoid a fall. Indeed, high-intensity
variable stepping training has shown to improve gait speed as well as other gait kinematics in
frail older adults (43) as well as in neurological patients (44).
Regarding the neural mechanisms underlying the relevance of high speed training, studies
suggest that plasticity associated with locomotor adaptation is speed-specific meaning that
there are some neural networks for controlling locomotion that are recruited specifically for
fast versus slow walking (45). Recently, this is has been shown on a muscular level; different
locomotor modules are recruited in different walking speeds to presumably meet additional
functional demands with a speed increase (46). This separation in the control of fast and
slow walking could possibly occur in the cerebellum, which is responsible for locomotor
adaptation (45).

3.2 Pattern Complexity
To avoid a trip or a slip in real life, besides speed, direction and amplitude of the
compensatory step is also crucial. Therefore, across sessions, complexity is manipulated by
starting with patterns including only shorter, forward/lateral steps and progressing to wider,
backward/oblique steps.
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Stepping quickly in different directions and/or changing travel direction while walking, often
referred to as steering (47) are two very important and also very complex aspects of balance
and mobility of older adults. The majority of falls in old age happen while walking (48) due to
a trip (40-60%) or a slip (10-15%) (49). Falls are 44% forward, 41% backward and 33%
concurrently or solely sideward (50). Studies have shown that in order to prevent falling,
older adults, and especially fallers, prefer to modify their base of support (make a longer
step to extend their margin of stability) by using stepping rather than feet-in-place strategies
(grabbing nearby objects or rapidly extending the arms to prevent falling) (12, 51). These
compensatory steps are often a response to both forward (82%) as well as sideward (70%)
falls (50), indicating that the ability to take rapid steps in various directions could potentially
prevent many falls. Studies have found that there is an age-related decrease of stepping
speed in the forward, backward and sideward direction (52) and that this is more
pronounced for fallers than non-fallers (53).
Most of the existing stepping exercise programs include forward and lateral steps. This is
important as age-related deficits in lateral balance recovery are associated with fall
incidence (8, 54) and most hip fractures occur after lateral falls (55), often because older
adults tend to collide their legs against each other trying to control lateral balance (56).
However, backward walking/stepping is essential for functional ambulation as it is required
for many common activities of daily living like opening a door, stepping back from a curb to
avoid a fast-moving vehicle etc. and backward balance loss often causes serious injuries as
well (57) because backward falls are harder to prevent than forward and lateral ones (58). In
fact, fallers show greater deficits in backward walking than non-fallers (59) and backward
gait velocity identifies fallers more accurately than forward velocity (60). Backward walking
has been applied effectively in several studies mostly with patient groups (61, 62).
Like during any motor learning task, multidirectional stepping causes structural and
functional changes at the central nervous system. In order to achieve greater motor learning
(in our case safer, smoother and more efficient multidirectional stepping performance) it is
important to increase complexity and variability (63), which results in a flexible and
adaptable motor system (63). In the StepIt exercise program this is achieved through the
execution of steps in all directions and with different amplitudes, something which increases
motor exploration and requires high inter- and intra-limb coordination, both of which are
fundamental to human motor control, especially for foot trajectory and foot placement
accuracy.
Finally, considering the limited generalization to other locomotor tasks (64) (stepping in
different directions than the trained ones), falls prevention stepping training programs even
for high-functioning older adults should incorporate multidirectional steps and also focus on
the adaptation of step length (65) in order to be effective.
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3.3 Pattern Length
As mentioned earlier, in the StepIt exercise program, participants are presented with
stepping patterns that they have to memorize and then execute on a grid-like mat. The
number of steps inside the stepping patterns is progressively increased throughout the
course of the intervention. Essentially, this is an n-back (1-back) visuospatial working
memory task.
Working memory is fundamental to human cognition as it is responsible for maintaining and
manipulating goal-relevant information for the performance of complex tasks (66). Working
memory training has been shown to improve working memory capacity even in older adults,
as a result of cognitive plasticity. Since cognitive plasticity starts when the environmental
demands are higher than the demands the cognitive system usually faces (67), it is important
that the difficulty level remains challenging (always a little higher than the routine
performance level). Indeed, studies have demonstrated that training with variability in
working memory task demands leads to greater transfer effects than training with constant
task demands (68).
Although the exact procedures of how the neural systems that support working memory are
altered through intensive training are not fully elucidated a recent neuroimaging study found
that intensive working memory training produces functional changes in large-scale front
parietal networks (69).
3.4 Dual-/Multi-tasking
Besides increasing the amount of step positions to be memorized, another way to increase
cognitive load is to step while conducting additional motor or cognitive tasks.
It is well documented that walking under cognitive load, a situation that is extremely
common in everyday life, poses high motor and attentional demands on the central nervous
system. Based on the capacity sharing theory, performing an additional task while walking
alters gait performance and/or the execution of the secondary/cognitive task (70). Studies
have extensively reported benefits of (esp. cognitive-motor) dual-task training on cognitive,
motor (71) as well as dual-task performance (17, 72). Especially regarding dual-tasking and
RAS, a process applied at the later stages of the StepIt exercise program, it is suggested that
dual-tasking with rhythmic auditory cueing frees up cognitive resources (73).
Overall, a combination of physical exercise, sensorimotor stimulation and cognitive
engagement may facilitate neurophysiological changes that contribute to cognitive
improvement. A very recent review (74) has summarized the neurophysiological mechanisms
underlying cognitive improvements following motor-cognitive dual-task training: dual-task
training may stimulate similar neurobiological processes which produce a synergistic
response: Common increase of cerebral blood flow as well as angiogenesis in the cortex and
cerebellum induced from both physical exercise as well as cognitive training.
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4. Training protocol
In this section, an exemplary protocol for 9 weeks of the group-based version of the StepIt
exercise program aiming to improve physical, cognitive and psychological fall risk factors will
be presented. The difficulty level described here is appropriate for older adults without
major mobility or cognitive impairments, thus it can be used as a prevention (rather than
rehabilitation) tool. Further recommendations regarding possible adjustments of this
protocol to fit other populations, purposes and settings are presented in the ‘Design
Recommendations’ section.
4.1 Session structure and equipment
The first 10 minutes of each session is a warm-up phase. First, participants can walk freely
across the room at their own preferred speed while performing different joint-mobility
exercises such as: arm circles forwards and backwards, walk on tip-toes, walk with butt kicks,
walk with alternating knee lifting, side shuffle walking etc. Afterwards, rubber mats (one for
each participant) are spread on the floor across the whole room. Their size should be
approximately 90x90cm and they should be made from extra non-slip yoga mats. They are
divided into 9 equal squares (30x30cm) with a 3x3 pattern (Fig.1). While participants are
walking across the room, the instructor calls random numbers (from 1 to 9) and participants
have to find the closest square on one of the mats with the number called by the instructor
and step on it.
For the session’s main phase (45min) each participant stands behind their mat and starts
performing the instructed stepping patterns. All sessions should be supervised by preferably
two instructors. The main instructor (MI) leads the sessions and the assistant instructor (AI)
stands at the back and offers help/correction when needed.
The MI demonstrates and explains the patterns first on a flipchart, which ensures good
visibility also for participants standing at the back, and if needed also performs the pattern
on his/her mat. Participants are then given time to practice the pattern until they can
memorize and reproduce it without looking at the MI/flipchart. During this time both
instructors walk around and provide help in case some participants need it. After a couple of
rounds of practicing in their self-selected speed, a metronome is switched on and
participants have to execute the stepping patterns in the given pace. Each session includes
stepping patterns executed with one leg (left leg remained in the predefined start square
and right leg stepped on the given numbered squares, then the same (i.e mirrored) pattern
was executed with the right leg remaining at the start square and the left stepped on the
given numbered squares) as well as patterns with both legs moving in turns (to avoid
confusion, execution should always with the same leg).
Moving to the new pattern happens once ca. 80% of the participants master the current
pattern. In case some participants manage to learn the sequence much earlier than others,
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in order to avoid longer periods of inactivity and boredom, they can be approached from
either the MI or the AI and asked to recall and repeat the patterns that have been taught so
far in the session or to learn new patterns (with the same difficulty level) which the
instructors come up with spontaneously.
Around 306 patterns should be developed for 18 training sessions. The number of patterns
decreases every two weeks (because the number of steps within each pattern increases
every two weeks) in order to have enough time to practice the patterns within the 45 min
stepping phase. For a detailed description of the number of patterns for each condition and
week, please see table 1.
Table 1: Number of patterns to be practiced for each condition
6 patterns RF
Week 1-3 6 patterns LF
8 patterns BF
5 patterns RF
Week 4-6 5 patterns LF
7 patterns BF
4 patterns RF
Week 7-9 4 patterns LF
6 patterns BF
RF: right foot, LF: left foot, BF: both feet

In case this concept is used as an intervention with fixed duration, the exact content of each
session (including the exact stepping patterns, the pace as well as the starting point/square
for each of the 18 sessions) should be predefined and put together in a manual (see
supplementary material for some exemplary training plans of week 1, 4 and 7) to be
followed by all MIs.
The last 5 minutes of each session is a cool-down phase, where various stretching exercises
in a standing position are performed.
4.2 Progression
The difficulty level is gradually increased within each session (by using first one leg and then
both for the execution of the stepping patterns) as well as between sessions.
Between sessions, the difficulty level is increased based on four principles (P); two of them
addressing the increase of motor (M) load and two of them addressing the increase of
cognitive (C) load (Table 2):
I.

Execution speed (PM1): starting from 92 beats per minute (BPM) for the single-leg
and 64 BPM for both leg patterns to 118 and 104 BPM respectively
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II.
III.
IV.

Direction and amplitude of the steps (pattern complexity) (PM2): starting from small
forward and lateral steps to larger backward and oblique steps
Number of steps for each pattern (pattern length) (PC1): starting from 3-step up to 8step patterns
Additional motor/cognitive tasks (Dual-/Multi-tasking) (PC2): starting with execution
in Single-task condition (ST) to Dual- (DT) and then Multi-task (MT) condition

Table 2: Difficulty level increase between sessions
Direction of
Pace (BPM)
Week Steps
Additional Task
RF/LF
BF
Feet Placement
1
3
92-100
64-78
2
100-108
78-86
Forward, Side & Back
Single-Task (ST)
4
3
108-110
86-88
4
5
110-112
88-90
Forward, Side & Back
Dual-Tasking (DT)
5
110
90-92
& Skipping middle line (SML)
6
6
112
94-96
7
7
114
96-98
8
116
98-100 Forward, Side, Back, SML & oblique steps Multi-Tasking (MT)
8
9
118
102-104
BMP: beats per minute, RF: right foot, LF: left foot, BF: both feet

Regarding the direction of feet placement, for the first 3 weeks the patterns require forward,
sideward and backward steps. In week 4-6 the patterns include much longer steps which
require to skip the middle line of the squares (for example stepping from 7 to 2 etc.), and
finally the last 3 weeks of the intervention, the patterns also require steps with crossings of
the legs (for example from 6 to 5 or from 6 to 2).
Pacing of the steps is increased by 2 BPM at almost every session both for the RF/LF as well
as the BF patterns.
Initially, the patterns include 3 steps and every one or two weeks the number of steps
included in each pattern increases by 1 step, resulting in week 8-9 when patterns consist of 8
steps.
The last way to increase the difficulty level is the progress from single-task (only reproducing
the stepping patterns) in week 1-3, to dual tasking in week 4-6, when participants will have
to also conduct an additional motor (e.g. balance an object on their hands, clap hands front
and behind their backs, browsing magazines, unbutton their shirt, hold ball above their
heads/behind their backs etc.) or cognitive task (targeting two executive functions: verbal
fluency (naming words associated with certain given words, naming objects, animals,
vegetables, professions that start or end with a certain letter etc.) and
memory/concentration (counting onwards, serial sevens, serial threes, spelling words
backwards etc.) while executing the stepping pattern. Finally, in the last 3 weeks, while
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executing the stepping pattern, participants have to conduct both a motor and a cognitive
task simultaneously (multi-tasking).Table 3 gives an overview of the content of all 18 training
sessions.

Session

Session

Week

Table 3: Detailed overview of the content of all 18 training sessions

Content

Content

6 P:RF/LF & 8 P: BF
FSB
6 P:RF/LF & 8 P: BF
FSB
1 92 BPM: RF/LF
2 100 BPM: RF/LF
3 Steps
3 Steps
64 BPM: BF
Single Task
78 BPM: BF
Single Task
6 P:RF/LF & 8 P: BF
FSB
6 P:RF/LF & 8 P: BF
FSB
3 100 BPM: RF/LF
4 108 BPM: RF/LF
4 Steps
4 Steps
78 BPM: BF
Single Task
86 BPM: BF
Single Task
6 P:RF/LF & 8 P: BF
FSB
6 P:RF/LF & 8 P: BF
FSB
5 108 BPM: RF/LF
6 110 BPM: RF/LF
4 Steps
4 Steps
86 BPM: BF
Single Task
88 BPM: BF
Single Task
5 P:RF/LF & 7 P: BF
FSB & SML
5 P:RF/LF & 7 P: BF
FSB & SML
7 110 BPM: RF/LF
8 110 BPM: RF/LF
5 Steps
5 Steps
88 BPM: BF
Dual-Task
90 BPM: BF
Dual-Task
5 P:RF/LF & 7 P: BF
FSB & SML
5 P:RF/LF & 7 P: BF
FSB & SML
9 110 BPM: RF/LF
10 110 BPM: RF/LF
6 Steps
6 Steps
90 BPM: BF
Dual-Task
92 BPM: BF
Dual-Task
5 P:RF/LF & 7 P: BF
FSB & SML
5 P:RF/LF & 7 P: BF
FSB & SML
11 112 BPM: RF/LF
12 112 BPM: RF/LF
6 Steps
6 Steps
94 BPM: BF
Dual-Task
96 BPM: BF
Dual-Task
4 P:RF/LF & 6 P: BF
FSB & SML & OS
4 P:RF/LF & 6 P: BF
FSB & SML & OS
13 114 BPM: RF/LF
14 114 BPM: RF/LF
7 Steps
7 Steps
96 BPM: BF
Multi-Task
98 BPM: BF
Multi-Task
4 P:RF/LF & 6 P: BF
FSB & SML & OS
4 P:RF/LF & 6 P: BF
FSB & SML & OS
15 116 BPM: RF/LF
16 116 BPM: RF/LF
8 Steps
8 Steps
98 BPM: BF
Multi-Task
100 BPM: BF
Multi-Task
4 P:RF/LF & 6 P: BF
FSB & SML & OS
4 P:RF/LF & 6 P: BF
FSB & SML & OS
17 118 BPM: RF/LF
18 118 BPM: RF/LF
8 Steps
8 Steps
102 BPM: BF
Multi-Task
104 BPM: BF
Multi-Task
RF: right foot, LF: left foot, BF: both feet, BPM: beats per minute, P: patterns, FSB: forward, sideward
(lateral), backward steps, SML: skipping middle line, OS: oblique steps

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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5. Design recommendations
As mentioned earlier, the presented concept can be used as a framework for the
development of further prevention and/or rehabilitation stepping exercise programs. In this
section we present recommendations on how this exercise program can be adjusted to fit
different purposes, populations and settings. Being a form of highly specific balance training,
this stepping training program can be applied to either healthy older adults aiming to
improve their overall balance ability, as well as to neurological patients aiming to improve
their stepping capacity and/or to any other fall-prone target group aiming to prevent falling.
It can be delivered either as a group-based training program, using mats and at least one
instructor (possibly also two, depending on size and homogeneity of the group) or as a
home-based training program using an ICT-based solution (e.g. in form of an exergame),
which would not necessarily require the presence of an instructor. In clinical settings (e.g.
physiotherapy practices or nursing home facilities), it is also possible to offer this mat-based
but still in 1:1 training. Depending on the participants’ preferences, RAS can be delivered via
a metronome, music, or a combination of both. All of them have proven to be equally
effective.
There are several ways to make training more variable or more challenging for example by
altering material, position and size of the mat. Using a very thin mat (or even “drawing” the
9-square grid on the floor) is suitable for beginners or fall-prone older adults. At later stages
or for relatively healthy older adults, thicker/softer mats can be used or the thin mats can be
placed on unstable surfaces (e.g. on the Posturomed balance system), which will increase
proprioception and neuromuscular demands.
In order to also train step length, the size of the mat can easily be personalized using the
Pythagoras theorem by measuring maximum step length (MSL) with the maximum step
length test (75) (or alternatively leg length or height). Beginners or fall-prone older adults
can then start by training with mats sized to fit ca. 60% of their MSL and then progress up
until 80% of their MSL. If personalizing mat size is not possible, it is possible to have three
standard sizes (Small: 85x85cm, Normal: 90x90cm and Big: 95x95cm) and use them based on
participant’s height and/or training level.
Regarding tempo and dosage, a recent meta-analysis on the effects of RAS in Parkinson’s
patients (24) found that training using this method should include tempo variations ±10%
with respect to the preferred cadence, for a minimal period of 20–45 minutes per day, for at
least 3–5 days per week. Although these recommendations cannot be used as is for a
stepping training because they are based on gait studies, they can be used as a basis and
adjusted to fit needs and fitness levels of other kinds of neurological patients (stroke, MS) as
well as healthy older adults.
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Furthermore, content/focus of training can also be adjusted to fit needs of different target
groups. Participants with memory complaints or mild cognitive impairment can focus on the
cognitive load (pattern length and dual-/multi-tasking) whereas stroke/Parkinson’s patients
can focus on the motor load (execution speed and pattern complexity).
6. Conclusions
To reduce the burden of falls in older adults falls prevention exercise programs that apply
new research evidence into practice need to be developed. The ability to execute
movements varying in speed, amplitude, complexity and additional cognitive load is critical
for preventing falls (76) and thus stepping training programs that incorporate such aspects
have resulted in substantial reductions of falls (15).
We have proposed a framework for a stepping training program, reviewed the theory and
evidence underlying it and described in detail the implementation of an exemplary 9-week,
group-based stepping exercise program applying the suggested concept.
The exemplary training plan does not require costly equipment and has potential for high
adherence levels, taking into account the social aspect of physical activity.
However, being a group-based, it also has certain limitations such as that, the use of relevant
secondary cognitive tasks (e.g. visual search tasks) is not possible. Moreover, adjustments of
the difficulty level cannot happen according to each participant’s current personal level.
However, recent evidence suggests that even just exposure to varying levels of task difficulty
is sufficient for inducing training gains (77), making individually-tailored training not always
necessary.
The elements as well as progression rate of the exemplary training program can be easily
modified to fit the needs of different samples (e.g. healthy older adults, patient groups),
which makes it a useful tool for the development of further stepping exercise programs. Its
effectiveness to improve fall risk factors is still to be tested via a randomized controlled trial.
Thus, further studies using this exercise regimen or modified versions of it are encouraged.
Due to its multi-domain approach, besides the improvement of stepping capacity, further
expected outcomes include the improvement of further physical, cognitive and psychological
risk factors.
7. Funding
This project was funded by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
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Supplementary Material
Supplementary Figure 1: Exemplary extract of the StepIt trainers’ manual for week 1

Note: RF: right foot, LF: left foot, BF: both feet, FSB: forward, sideward (lateral), BMP: beats per
minute
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Supplementary Figure 2: Exemplary extract of the StepIt trainers’ manual for week 4

Note: RF: right foot, LF: left foot, BF: both feet, FSB: forward, sideward (lateral), BMP: beats per
minute
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Supplementary Figure 3: Exemplary extract of the StepIt trainers’ manual for week 7

Note: RF: right foot, LF: left foot, BF: both feet, FSB: forward, sideward (lateral), BMP: beats per
minute
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Abstract
The benefits of exercise depend on continued participation. Examining the feasibility of
novel exercise programs prior to their implementation in randomized control trials (RCTs)
can prevent adverse outcomes and low adherence rates, which would likely compromise the
benefits obtained from the intervention. This chapter reports on the feasibility of a groupbased delivery of the StepIt exercise program in terms of adherence, safety, enjoyment,
perceived effectiveness and intention to recommend. Twenty physically active, communitydwelling older adults (mean age: 70.3±6.3 years, 11 women) followed the 9-week intensive
step training exactly as described in the previous chapter. No falls, injuries or any other
adverse outcomes resulted directly from the exercise. The mean training adherence was
85.3 ± 8.5%. Sixty-seven percent of the participants reported self-perceived positive effects
on their balance/coordination. Almost all (95%) participants would recommend this step
training to people with motor coordination issues. We conclude that the StepIt concept,
delivered group-based, is safe and feasible for physically active and relatively healthy older
adults. Future studies should test its effects on physical, cognitive and psychosocial
functioning as well as real-life mobility performance.
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Background
Accidental falls are a serious public health problem. One in three people aged of 65 and
older falls at least once a year (1–3). For those older than 75 years, the rates are even higher
(4). Falling is associated with various adverse consequences such as functional mobility
limitations, avoidance of physical activity (5), reduced life-space mobility (6), low self-efficacy
(7, 8), loss of independence (9) and even mortality (10).
Structured exercise has shown to improve fall risk factors and even to reduce falls by 17%30% (11, 12). Step training is an emerging type of training, which due to its high specificity
has shown to be very effective in improving mobility-related physical and cognitive measures
such as reaction time, gait and balance and even reduce falls by approximately 50% (13).
Despite this evidence a change in lifestyle to include regular exercise is difficult for many
people of all ages (14) and adherence especially in older people is often low (15) or declining
over time (14). Barriers to regular participation in physical activity include lack of time and
motivation, boredom, fear of falling, and environmental considerations such as
inconvenience, accessibility, safety, and cost (15–18). Although exercising in a group
provides additional benefits in social functioning, adherence is a marker for a personality
type and older adults who are new to exercising can often feel intimidated by group exercise
settings (19). Studies have shown that especially during exercise interventions that are novel
and challenging older adults tend to get frustrated when they fail to learn the sequence of
steps needed, e.g. for dance interventions (20).
Since there are currently no best-practice clinical guidelines for the design of step training
programs, it is advisable to test feasibility of any novel step intervention prior to their
implementation in randomized controlled trials. In that way, the training plan/content can
be adjusted based on participants’ feedback, which would in turn minimize chances for
adverse outcomes and maximize adherence rates in order to ensure optimal effects.
In the previous chapter (chapter 5) we proposed a concept for step training (StepIt) in which
participants are presented with stepping patterns that they have to memorize and then
execute on a grid-like mat. Besides being highly specific, the StepIt concept complies with
another two basic principles of exercise training: progression and overload. Progression
during training is achieved by increasing the length of the stepping patterns and the speed of
execution as well as increasing task complexity from a motor aspect (complexity of the
stepping pattern in terms of steps directions: from forwards/sidewards to backwards and
oblique) as well as from a cognitive aspect (execution of the stepping patterns from singleto dual-(DT) and multi-tasking (MT) conditions). Being able to systematically
increase/manipulate the degree of difficulty is a key feature of this training concept, as this
allows checking for dose-response effects, something which is usually not possible in other
balance/stepping exercise programs.
This study applied the exemplary training program described in Chapter 5 to a group of
community-dwelling older adults aiming to test its feasibility in terms of adherence, safety,
enjoyment, perceived effectiveness and intention to recommend. If successful, its potential
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effects on physical, cognitive and psychosocial functioning should be tested before it can be
recommended as a falls-prevention program.

Methods
Study Design
All participants were community-dwelling older adults and were recruited via the website of
the German Sport University Cologne, posters and flyers at local businesses, individual
invitation letters to persons who expressed interest in participating in studies of the Institute
of Movement and Sport Gerontology in the past and word of mouth.
Older adults were eligible for participating in the study if they: i.) were aged 60 years or
older, ii.) presented either a physician’s written statement of non-objection for this person
to participate in the study or a disclaimer that they do not suffer from serious health
conditions and they take part at their own risk, iii.) signed an informed consent to the study
design and iv.) could ensure that they would neither engage in new sporting activities nor
quit the ones they were doing before the onset of the intervention.
Exclusion criteria were: i.) cognitive impairment (i.e., existing diagnosis of dementia or MiniMental State Examination score < 24), ii.) neurological/cardiovascular/orthopedic diseases
which could interfere with functional mobility, iii.) inability to stand up from a chair
independently, iv.) severe sensory impairments and v.) unable to commit to at least 80% of
exercise sessions (=14 out of 18 sessions) over the 9-week intervention period.
In total, 20 persons participated in the study. They were then randomly split in two groups of
10 people and took part in a 9-week intervention program which required them to come to
the university’s campus 2 times per week to participate in 60-minute sessions of step
training.
The Ethics Committee of the German Sport University Cologne approved this study and all
participants provided written informed consent prior to taking part.

Assessments
In order to evaluate aspects of enjoyment, perceived effectiveness, intention to recommend
as well as evaluation of frequency, intensity and duration of the exercise program,
participants were asked to fill in a self-developed questionnaire after the last training
session. Nine of the total 10 statements could be answered with a 5-point Likert scale and
one was a yes/no question. At the end of the document, participants were given the option
to give additional feedback (overall impressions and further comments) about the training
program in their own words. Table 1 shows the questionnaire (translated in English.)
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Table 1: Set of questions asked after the end of the intervention period to evaluate the
training
Training Evaluation Questions
1 I enjoyed doing the step training.
I believe that the step training contributed to the improvement of my coordination/balance
2
ability.
3 I believe that the step training has done me good.
4 I noticed positive effects on my physical health after the step training
5 I would recommend this step training to people with motor coordination problems.
6 I would recommend this training to people with memory problems.
I would recommend this training to people in general (i.e. also to people without any motor
coordination or memory problems)
8 How would you rate the intensity of the training?
7

9 How would you rate the frequency of the training? (x2/week)
10 How would you rate the duration of each training session (60min/session)?

Intervention
Content of the intervention in terms of session structure, used equipment, progression, duration of
the intervention etc. was exactly as described in Chapter 5.

Results
Sample description
The high IPAQ values as well as the fact that 80% of the participants engaged in regular
sporting activities indicate that this was a physically active sample. However, number of
comorbidities (54.3% of them suffered from at least one chronic disease) is representative
for this age group.
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Table 4: Sociodemographic characteristics
Women
Retired
Sports on a regular basis
Self-reported balance problems
Fallers
Fear of Falling
Regular medication intake
Chronic Diseases
Age
BMI
Education (years)
IPAQ

n=20
55%
85%
80%
40%
68.4%
55%
75%
61.1%
70.3(±6.3)
26.0 (±3.8)
16.4 (±4.7)
5766.6 (±3895.4)

Feasibility
There was one drop-out after the 12th training session due to reasons that were unrelated
to the step training. The rest of the participants (n=19) completed the intervention (17
sessions in 9 weeks, 1 session had to be cancelled due to bank holiday). No participants
indicated any former theoretical or practical experience with such square-stepping exercise.
No participants discontinued involvement or claimed any type of pain that had not already
existed at the start of the study during the training sessions nor they reported any pain or
discomfort after the step training sessions. No falls, injuries or any other adverse outcomes
resulted directly from the exercise. The mean training adherence was 85.3 ± 8.5 %.
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Evaluation of the training
Frequency (2 sessions/week) and duration (60min/session) of the training sessions were perceived as exactly right by the majority of the
participants (84% and 95% respectively on Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). Most of the participants perceived the training’s intensity to be high or rather high.
(Fig.3)

Frequency
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10
8
6
4
2
0

Duration
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16
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12
10
8
6
4
2
0

too low
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low (2)

exactly rather high (5)
right (3) high (4)

Fig.1: Evaluation of training’s frequency

Intensity
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9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

too
rather exactly rather too long
short (1) short (2) right (3) long (4)
(5)

Fig.2: Evaluation of training’s duration

too low rather exactly rather high (5)
(1)
low (2) right (3) high (4)

Fig.3: Evaluation of training’s intensity

Sixty-seven percent of the participants reported self-perceived positive effects on their balance/coordination. Almost all (95%) participants would
recommend this step training to people with motor coordination issues (Fig. 4) and somewhat less to people with memory issues (Fig. 5). Most
participants said that they would recommend this step training to anyone (Fig. 6).
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Fig.4: Intention to recommend to persons
with coordination issues

I would recommend it to
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0
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Fig.5: Intention to recommend to persons
with memory issues
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Fig.6: Intention to recommend to anyone

Interestingly, although satisfaction/enjoyment about training overall was not too high (Fig. 7), most of the participants (74%) reported selfperceived improvement of their motor coordination/balance ability, as well as overall positive effects (74%).
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Fig.7: Perceived enjoyment
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Fig.10: Perceived overall positive effects
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Discussion
Aim of this study was to assess feasibility of a group-based application of the StepIt exercise
program in terms of safety, adherence, enjoyment, perceived effectiveness and perceived
positive effects in a group of community-dwelling older adults.
Several epidemiological and prospective studies state that a dose-response relationship
exists between exercise and health benefits (21); higher doses generally convey greater
benefits as long as they do not exceed a certain dosage which would result in adverse
outcomes. After 9 weeks of training (17 session in total) there was just one drop-out due to
reasons that were unrelated with the training and total adherence was a little over 85% of
the total sessions. These values are higher than other group-based exercise programs (22)
and they count as high (23). This, in combination with the absence of any type of adverse
outcomes, during or after the training period, leads to the conclusion that the group-based
StepIt exercise program is safe, feasible and likely to achieve high adherence rates which
would then likely result in improvements of functioning (if this was to be implemented in an
RCT). However, 80% of the participants reported that they exercise on a regular basis, which
may not be representative behavior of this age-group. Therefore, we cannot exclude that the
current difficulty level (i.e. memorizing 8-step patterns and implementing them in a 104
beats per minute (BMP) tempo (for the sequences implemented with both feet) might have
not been feasible in other, more fall-prone or frail populations.
Regarding its evaluation from the participants, results are mixed to very positive and overall
very promising. Although frequency (2 sessions/week) and duration (60min/session) of the
training sessions were perceived as exactly right by the majority of the participants (84% and
95% respectively), most of the participants perceived the training’s intensity to be high or
rather high. This is not surprising as towards the end of the intervention, especially during
the third block (weeks 7-9), participants had to memorize 7-8step patterns and implement
them in a 96-104 BMP tempo. Both the cognitive as well as the physical component exceed
much the average levels of performance of this age group; usual maximum number of digits
recalled at a forward digit span task for adults over 50 years old with average education is 5
(24) and average cadence for this age group is 100 steps/minute (25). However, a recent
meta-analysis reviewing balance exercise programs highlights that the difficulty level (i.e.
including challenging balance exercises) is crucial for the success of falls prevention
programs (29). Therefore, primary aim of this pilot study was to test feasibility of a wide
range of difficulty levels and bring participants to their limits. This perceived high level of
difficulty may be the reason why two participants said that they did not really enjoy the
exercise program. It would be interesting to see whether participants who report low levels
of enjoyment are also the ones that perceived the training to be too difficult, or not.
Tailoring difficulty level individually would probably result in better evaluation, however, due
to the training’s group-based character, this was not possible and it counts as one of the
disadvantages of group-based exercise programs in general.
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Surprisingly, despite the not so high levels of enjoyment, 74% of the participants reported
self-perceived positive effects on their balance/coordination and almost all of them (95%)
would recommend this step training to people with motor coordination issues and
somewhat less to people with memory issues or to anyone. This is a promising finding, since
based on the social cognitive theory mentioned in Chapter 1, expected outcomes, especially
health-related ones, are the reasons for initiation, increase and maintenance of physical
activity or adherence to exercise programs (26, 27).
To sum up, the group-based StepIt exercise program is safe and feasible for communitydwelling older adults and participants rated it positively, reporting high levels of perceived
(health) benefits and intention to recommend. However, before this exercise program can
be recommended as a fall-prevention tool its effects on relevant physical, cognitive and
psychological fall-risk factors must be tested and also compared with traditional fallsprevention exercise programs in adequately powered studies with control groups. In
addition to this, in order to increase enjoyment and adherence new ways must be found to
check for correct execution so that progression matches the individual’s performance in
order to avoid overload, fatigue and loss of motivation. Such would be possible by using ICTbased solutions, e.g. offering the StepIt exercise program in form of an exergame.
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Chapter 7

Discussion
This thesis had three aims. First, to assess the predictive ability of mobility capacity measures
for mobility performance; second, to determine predictors of real-life mobility; and third to
develop an intervention approach aiming to enhance mobility of older adults by
systematically addressing motor and cognitive components. These aims were pursued by
assessing the predictive ability of multidomain (physical, cognitive, psychological, social,
demographic and environmental) measures for objectively measured physical activity and
life-space mobility as well as conceptualizing a novel approach to step training and testing its
feasibility in community-dwelling older adults. This final chapter will first summarize the key
results of the preceding chapters in three sections, one for each research question. Then,
two sections will discuss implications of the findings for assessments of mobility as well as
for the design of interventions to enhance mobility capacity and performance. The chapter
will end with concluding remarks and an outlook on future research in mobility of older
adults.
Mobility capacity versus mobility performance
Results of this thesis show that gait measures (stride length, gait speed and cadence) and
mobility tests conducted in the laboratory (instrumented Timed Up-and-Go test (iTUG)) have
moderate explanatory value for measures of real-life mobility in community-dwelling older
adults (chapters 2 and 4). Moreover, a principal component analysis (chapter 3) which
included several mobility capacity as well as mobility performance measures demonstrated
that real-life measures yield a separate factor from laboratory-based measures of mobility.
These findings provide empirical support for the ICF distinction between capacity and
performance and add to the body of literature that stresses the very low associations
between physical ability (i.e. what this thesis refers to as mobility capacity) assessed using
standard clinical tests such as the TUG, the Short Physical Performance Battery (SPPB), or
gait parameters and physical activity (i.e. what this thesis refers to as mobility performance)
in various elderly populations.
Ten years ago, Zalewski et al (2009) (1) were one of the first groups to report the absence of
associations between gait speed as well as performance at the 6-minute-walk-test with
objective and subjective measures of physical activity in older adults residing in continuing
care retirement facilities. In addition to the findings of this thesis, other recent studies show
similar results. Van Lummel et al. (2015) (2) analyzed SPPB, Sit-to-Stand and TUG together
with real-life, accelerometry-based, physical activity measures based on a factor analysis and
found that the laboratory-based measures and the real-life physical activity measures form
two separate factors. Therefore, he concluded that capacity and performance are two
different aspects of physical functioning. Hausdorff et al., (2017) (3) confirmed the validity of
these findings also in people with mild cognitive impairment, finding low associations
between in-lab measures of gait and mobility and measures of mobility performance derived
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from 7-days accelerometer recordings of physical activity. Galperin et al (2019) (4) replicated
these results also for persons suffering from Parkinson’s disease reporting again low
associations between the same laboratory-based measures as the ones used in this thesis as
well as in all previously mentioned studies and accelerometry-based assessments of physical
activity over one week.
The results of this thesis as well as the above recent other studies allow a clear answer to
this thesis’ first research question: ‘Do capacity measures of mobility predict real-life
mobility?’, the answer is no. If we want to have a full view of a person’s mobility, both
mobility capacity as well as mobility performance must be measured.
Studies that have measured the same mobility parameters (usually gait parameters such as
step duration, gait variability, cadence, gait speed etc.) in the lab and in real-life also report
differences between these two conditions (4–9) and they may help to shed light as to why
there is such a low predictive ability of mobility capacity for mobility performance.
The group of Donovan et al. (2008) (6) were one of the first ones to address differences
between laboratory and real life (in stroke patients) and gave four possible explanations for
these disagreements: i.) differences in confidence and motivation levels, ii.) practice effects
of conducting a task multiple times in a familiar environment and iii.) differences in security
levels between the different settings and iv.) differences in the demands of motor skills to
adapt to complex and unexpected tasks in real life.
More recently, these findings, i.e. differences between laboratory and other settings, were
confirmed and extended by comparing laboratory-based gait assessments with performance
in real life, as measured via continuous (1-week) accelerometry-based gait assessments.
Tudor-Locke et al. (2013) (7) and Brodie et al. (2015) (9) focused on cadence of highfunctioning older adults and found it to be higher in the lab than in real-life (104.36 vs 78.28
steps/min and 109.9 vs 100.9 steps/minute respectively). Possible explanations given were
on the one hand the complexity of the setting real-life and on the other hand the wish of the
subjects to perform well when they are measured in lab-settings because they are aware
that they are monitored (cameras/markers etc.), whereas the wearable devices worn in reallife are more discrete.
Following the notion that real life is more complex than the laboratory setting not only in
terms of complexity of walking terrains (e.g. straight pathways in the lab but mostly curved
paths in real life) but also in terms of cognitive load, Hillel et al. (8) compared gait speed,
step regularity, and stride regularity in single task and in dual-task in the lab and in real-life
of elderly fallers. Although the dual-task values tended to be closer to the real-life ones,
these still did not reliably reflect the daily-walking values. The authors state that unlike in the
lab or in the clinic, walking in real life is likely to include a series of challenges such as: dual
and multi-tasking, planning, obstacle negotiation, fatigue, lack of motivation, mind
wandering, and mood fluctuations and that these everyday cognitive challenges contribute
to the gap between in-lab and daily-living gait. Further reasons for the disagreements
between lab and real-life according to the authors could be: i.) psychological factors like the
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Hawthorne effect and reverse white coat syndrome which are likely to have a positive
impact on testing in the lab, but minimal impact on daily-living gait; ii.) factors like mood,
depression, and fatigue which may negatively impact daily-living gait, more so than on in-lab
gait, where study participants may attempt to put on their best effort, regardless of mood
and fatigue; iii.) The environment and the nature of the walk. In daily-living, walking may not
be along a straight-line as it usually is in the lab tests, but also other environmental elements
(e.g., an inclined surface, cobblestone sidewalk, lighting) may also contribute to the
differences between in-lab and daily-living walking.
To sum up, the studies mentioned in this section all report differences between performance
in the lab and in real-life and identify possible causes for these differences. These are: 1.
Psychological factors, such as confidence, motivation, self-efficacy, mood fluctuations and
the Hawthorne effect 2. Cognitive factors, such as (divided) attention (i.e. dual-tasking),
sustained attention (i.e. mind wandering) and planning ability, 3. Physical factors such as
fatigue, 4. Environmental factors such as task constraints, e.g. obstacle negotiation.
Interestingly, these set of factors that possibly explain the differences between performance
in the lab and in real-life are partly identical with the influencing factors that were listed in
the respective section of chapter 1. These determinants of mobility performance as well as
the implication of the differences between mobility capacity and mobility performance for
the design of assessments and interventions will be discussed in the following sections of
this chapter.
Determinants of real-life mobility
Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis looked into influencing factors associated with mobility.
Chapter 3 focused only on cognition whereas chapter 4 analyzed the relative contribution of
all potential influencing factors (physical, cognitive, psychological, social, demographic and
environmental) as defined in the framework of Webber et al. (2010) (10). In chapter 3, all of
the assessed cognitive functions (planning, visuospatial attention and visuospatial working
memory) were found to be associated with all of the assessed mobility aspects, i.e. both
measures of capacity (gait, turning ability and sit-to-stand transition) as well as of real-life
performance (physical activity and real-life mobility). However, cognition was associated
more closely with real-life mobility (than with mobility capacity) and these associations were
more pronounced for visuospatial attention (compared with planning and visuospatial
working memory). Therefore, for the subsequent analysis in chapter 4, we hypothesized that
cognition would be a significant predictor for mobility performance, especially so for lifespace mobility, which may include the use of private and public transportation (driving and
use of trains/buses etc.), which is known to rely on good cognitive functioning (11).
However, to our surprise, cognition showed only few and rather weak associations with both
physical activity as well as life-space mobility. Instead, psychological factors (especially selfefficacy) were significant predictors for many measures of real-life mobility and together
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with the physical factors (especially leg strength and gait speed) showed the biggest
influence on real-life mobility.
This thesis’s second research question was ‘Which determinants show the strongest
relations with real-life mobility?’. Based on the results presented in Chapter 3 and chapter 4,
physical and psychological factors seem to be the most important influencing factors for
real-life mobility. Such would be in line with the results of the previous section (about the
factors that influence the difference between performance in the lab and in real-life) as well
as with other studies reporting significant associations between several aspects of physical
and psychological functioning (and not cognitive functioning) and physical activity and lifespace mobility (12, 13). However, due to certain limitations of the present study design as
well as considering the somewhat conflicting findings of other previous studies, this thesis
cannot provide a definitive answer to this research question.
Issues that hinder a definitive answer to the thesis’ second research questions are: first of all,
determinants that are related with mobility (theoretically and/or empirically) are important.
However, information about the relative contribution of different factors on real-life mobility
can only be obtained through studies that have simultaneously assessed multi-domain
functioning. Assessing associations between single factors (e.g. only physical or only
cognitive etc.) and real-life mobility only informs about the potential importance of withindomain factors. For example, according to chapter 3, visuospatial attention is more closely
related to real-life mobility than planning and visuospatial working memory. However, in
chapter 4 we see that these results (importance of cognition overall) are masked by more
predominant factors (in that case physical and psychological). The study presented in
chapter 4 has indeed the strength of examining the relationship between real-life mobility
with a wide range of potential multi-domain mobility-influencing factors that were not
selected randomly but were based on an established framework (10). Moreover, all real-life
mobility assessments were objective, which considering the results of the previous section
and the general discrepancies between subjective and objective measures that have been
repeatedly reported in the literature (14) makes this study unique and its results are
relevant. Still, this was a cross-sectional study with a relatively healthy and active sample,
thus, its results are important hints for future studies but they cannot answer the overall
research question if considered in isolation.
Secondly, despite using several possible factors from each domain, there are still important
factors that were not tested in this study, for example some environmental factors such as
(perceived) walkability of the neighborhood, proximity and accessibility of points of interest,
overall neighborhood satisfaction as well as several skills like driving, access to a vehicle etc.
Such factors could have been included as part of the environmental factors (of Webber’s et
al. framework) (10), however, they are more salient in other frameworks, e.g. the motility
framework of Kaufmann et al. (i.e. category access) (15) or the framework of Franke et al.
(16) (i.e. built/social and natural environment within the contextual group of factors).
Therefore, as mentioned in chapter 1, the framework selection is not indifferent, as it affects
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the relative contribution of the examined factors (and subsequently also the design of
interventions).
Lastly, a definite answer as to which are the most important determinants of real-life
mobility in older adults can only be obtained from longitudinal data which look the change of
multidomain functioning as well as real-life mobility levels over time.
Step intervention approaches to enhance mobility
Chapter 5 proposed a concept for step training (StepIt) in which participants are presented
with step patterns that they have to memorize and then execute on a grid-like mat. Besides
being highly specific for walking, the StepIt concept complies with another two basic
principles of exercise training: progression and overload.
Several epidemiological and prospective studies state that a dose-response relationship
exists between exercise and health benefits (17); higher doses generally convey greater
benefits as long as they do not exceed a certain dosage which would result in adverse
outcomes. This dose-response relationship also applies to cognitive outcomes (18).
Specifically regarding balance training, a systematic review including 88 relevant exercise
trials indicates that not only a high exercise dose but also the difficulty level (i.e. including
challenging balance exercises) is crucial for the success of falls prevention programs (19). The
importance of an increasing difficulty level (either by adding a cognitive element, having
additional movements, or increasing speed) was also underlined by a recent study
monitoring movement characteristics of stepping exergames (20). Despite this evidence,
findings regarding the intensity of balance training that would provide the greatest physical,
cognitive and psychological benefits are currently equivocal. As a result, it is difficult to
interpret results of intervention studies and to draw conclusions about the efficacy of
balance/step exercise programs to improve motor, cognitive and psychological functioning.
The third research question of this thesis was: ‘How should a step training program be
designed in order to achieve maximum effects on mobility in older adults?’. According to a
very recent systematic review (19) and the concept presented in chapter 5, the quick answer
to that question would be: “In order to achieve maximum effects, step training programs
should be challenging”. However, then another question arises, namely: “How can difficulty
of a step exercise program be defined and how can it be manipulated?”. Chapter 5
presented four components based on which difficulty level (and therefore also progression)
during step training can be achieved. Two of them address the motor load: i. increase of the
speed of execution and ii.) increase of the complexity of the step pattern (in terms of steps
directions: from forwards/sidewards to backwards and oblique as well as step amplitude)
and two of them address the cognitive load: iii.) increase of the length of the step patterns to
be memorized and Iv.) execution of the step patterns from single- to dual-(DT) and multitasking (MT) conditions.
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There are currently only two group-based square stepping exercise programs: The Square –
Stepping Exercise (SSE) (21) and the Multitarget Stepping Task (MST) (22). Both of them
provide a progressive increase of the difficulty level (up to 8 levels for an updated version of
the SSE (23) and 4 levels for the MST), however just in terms of increasing the complexity of
the patterns that have to be memorized (at the SSE) or conducted (at the MST). Pattern
length stays the same throughout the training period, tempo for conduction is chosen by the
participants and there is no additional cognitive load (i.e. no secondary motor and/or
cognitive tasks). Systematic increase/manipulation of the degree of difficulty should be a key
feature of any step training concept, as this allows checking for dose-response effects.
However, as mentioned in chapter 5, in order to achieve optimal results, this should happen
in as many dimensions as possible (speed of execution, pattern complexity, pattern length
and additional cognitive load).
Besides complexity and the opportunity to manipulate it, another key component of
successful step exercise programs is designing the training plan according to the participants’
preferences and fitness level. Such is possible if any novel intervention is tested for feasibility
in smaller pilot studies before it is applied in bigger RCTs. The proposed concept for groupbased step training presented in part II of this thesis was tested for adherence, safety,
enjoyment, perceived effectiveness and intention to recommend and was found to be safe
and feasible. Though its efficacy has not been validated yet, the final section of this thesis
will discuss how the proposed approach to step training could potentially improve physical,
cognitive, psychosocial functioning and even real-life mobility performance.
Implications for assessments
This thesis shows that capacity and performance represent different aspects of mobility,
which has important implications on how mobility is to be assessed and how results of
assessments are interpreted. Outcomes of standardized capacity tests (e.g. TUG, SPPB etc.)
inform about fall risk, balance, and functional mobility and are therefore very useful. On the
other hand, real-life physical activity and life-space measures give insight into the extent to
which older persons are actively exploiting their capacity. Therefore, comprehensive mobility
assessments should include both capacity measures as well as measures of real-life (incl. outof-home) mobility.
With the introduction and use of miniaturized body-worn motion and location sensors
(wearables) in research as well as in the market, objective measures of human movement
and behaviors are now feasible even under free living conditions for longer periods of time.
Smartphones provide an especially useful tool because they contain the necessary inertial
sensors (accelerometers and gyroscopes) to measure physical activity-related mobility as
well as GPS receivers to measure life-space mobility. Despite being the most ubiquitous
consumer electronics device in the world and increasingly used by older adults, more than
half (59%) of the persons older than 65 years old still do not own a smartphone (24) and
acceptance of other wearable devices in this age group is often low. In addition to this, most
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of the highly reliable algorithms for activity and position recognition have so far been
explored predominantly within an academic research rather than a real-world context.
Regarding the assessments of capacity, as mentioned earlier, strictly speaking, all
experimental findings are valid only for the task constraints under which they were yielded,
and care must be taken when generalizing to other task constraints (5). The literature
described in the previous section (page 109-111) indicates different ways in which lab-based
measurements differ from real-life:
 Behavior in daily life is embedded in a rich and complex context, whereas laboratory
settings are usually “sterile” (i.e. free from any physical (complex terrains) or
cognitive (focus on just the required task-no dual-tasking) load)
 Behavior in daily life typically serve a purpose and/or are self-initiated, whereas in
laboratory settings they are usually externally instructed which may have
motivational implications
 Behavior in daily life requires a continuous adaptation to different environments
which sometimes present unexpected events or conditions; e.g. when walking in the
community, especially in unfamiliar settings, we typically do not know what to expect
in terms of physical, e.g. sudden need to adjust walking to a slippery surface due to
rain, or cognitive, e.g. sudden need to react by changing step direction to avoid a
trip/slip perturbations whereas usually in the lab the whole task is explained to the
subject thoroughly before conduction
 Behavior in the lab is usually either repetitive (e.g. one stride after the other without
modifications during gait analysis) or happen in isolation whereas usually in real-life
people must do a non-repetitive sequence of activities (e.g. getting on the bus, then
walking while the bus is moving and simultaneously looking for a free seat and finally
the turn to sit transition.)
Therefore, essentially these points seem to be what makes a task ecologically valid and in
case real-life assessments are not possible, they should be considered upon designing
laboratory set-ups.
Implications for interventions
As mentioned in the introduction, interventions aiming to increase mobility capacity and
mobility performance differ from each other. While the former are usually rather specific
and focus on improving primarily physical functioning (strength, coordination and
cardiovascular fitness) the latter are rather diverse and include approaches based on
theoretical models for behavior change techniques, primarily using the social cognitive
theory (SCT) (25, 26). The results presented in chapter 2 and 3 regarding the factors
associated with mobility performance have implications for the design of interventions. This
section will first review the relevance of those multi-domain factors as potential targets for
interventions and then discuss to what extent the suggested step training concept addresses
the relevant components and could therefore potentially improve multidomain functioning
and even enhance mobility performance in real life. Interventions regarding urban planning,
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housing situations etc. are beyond the scope of this thesis. Therefore, this section will only
focus on intervention approaches targeting the potentially modifiable influencing factors (as
defined in chapter 1); physical, cognitive, and psychosocial interventions.
A high level of physical functioning is a prerequisite for walking, preventing falls and other
diseases but also for real-life mobility performance, especially physical activity. Therefore,
specific physical exercise that focusses on improving lower extremity function (strength,
balance and ultimately gait) is a component that should not be missing from any
interventional approach targeting mobility capacity and/or mobility performance.
Psychological functioning, especially self-efficacy, is a key component of almost every CSTbased intervention aiming to improve physical activity (25, 26). Also, as described in the first
part of this chapter, it seems to be the most important factor explaining the differences
between laboratory-based and real-life measures of mobility. In addition to this, selfefficacy, though mostly in terms of fear of falling, is associated with gait and overall motor
functioning. Very closely linked to psychological functioning is social functioning; most of the
times these two are considered as one; e.g. within the mobility framework of Webber et al.
they form one determinant termed as “psychosocial factors”. Indeed, psychosocial
functioning has been found to be an independent determinant of life-space mobility in
probably the only study which has examined relationships between multidomain factors
(based on the framework of Webber) and life-space mobility in older adults with cognitive
impairments (27). Therefore, primarily self-efficacy, but probably also additional aspects of
psychological functioning, such as motivation should also be included in interventions
targeting mobility capacity and mobility performance. For the latter, training in a group
setting is more beneficial, as there much evidence suggesting that regular group-based
training, including physical exercise of some sort of health-related components boosts social
networks/social interactions and reduces loneliness and social isolation (28, 29).
Unlike physical and psychosocial training, the cross-domain effects of cognitive training on
mobility capacity and especially on mobility performance are contradictory or not well
defined. A very recent systematic review and meta-analysis from last year (30) examining the
effects of cognitive-based interventions to improve mobility found that cognitive training has
no effects on simple (i.e. single-task) gait and only very small effects on gait in complex
conditions. An additional meta-regression analysis inside this meta-analysis even found a
suggestive trend toward a negative association between dual-task walking speed
improvements and individual training session duration. These findings are in line with the
results of cross-sectional studies which report the absence of associations between cognition
and life-space (13), or physical activity (e.g. the results presented in chapter 4) as well as
longitudinal studies which found no associations between mobility and cognition (31). For
those studies which found cognition to be a significant predictor of mobility, the effect was
mediated by other factors such as control beliefs (32), physical function (33), depressive
symptoms (13) or overall mood (34).
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To sum up, it seems that multidomain training would have the largest effects on improving
mobility capacity and mobility performance. More precisely, specific physical exercise
interventions improve both mobility capacity and mobility performance and therefore
should be the core element of all intervention approaches. Interventions should also address
psychological aspects. Specifically enhancing self-efficacy should also be prioritized as it may
improve both mobility capacity as well as mobility performance. Especially for the latter,
training should be group-based in order to address the social aspect. Finally, though the
effects of cognitive training on mobility are not promising, especially not for mobility
performance in real-life, there is much evidence linking cognition with mobility capacity (e.g.
gait) and since it also does not have negative effects, cognitive training can also be included
in interventional approaches aiming to improve mobility, especially when focus is complex
tasks of mobility capacity, e.g. dual-tasking as part of falls-prevention strategies.
In part II of this thesis (chapters 5 and 6) the concept of a novel step training program and
first feasibility results of a pilot study assessing adherence, safety, enjoyment, perceived
effectiveness and intention to recommend in community-dwelling older adults were
presented. The last part of this section will discuss to what extent the proposed step training
concept addresses the relevant components of intervention approaches described in this
section.
Being essentially a motor-cognitive training, the mechanisms behind its potential effects on
motor and cognitive functioning have been extensively discussed in chapter 5. According to
Bandura (35), self-efficacy can be improved in four ways: performance accomplishments,
vicarious experience, verbal persuasion, and physiological states, all of which are addressed
through the proposed training concept. First, performance accomplishments refer to the
personal mastery experiences that each participant receives upon successfully implementing
the step sequences and being aware of their own progress. Second, regarding vicarious
experience, if the training concept is offered group-based, then participants have the chance
to observe other persons of the same age and possibly also fitness level master the complex
step patterns, which according to this theory would then result in boosting their self-efficacy.
Third, verbal persuasion, is a component rather independent of actual content of
intervention but instead something that can be delivered through any expert (in that case
exercise trainers) through positive feedback and encouragement. Finally, based on the
results presented on chapter 6 regarding enjoyment and perceived positive effects, it can be
expected that the proposed concept also creates a state of arousal and agitation which
according to Bandura then results in increasing self-efficacy levels. Therefore, though its
effectiveness has not been tested yet, the proposed concept can potentially improve
physical, cognitive as well as psychosocial functioning, which is likely to result in overall
improvement of mobility capacity. However, its potential effects on real-life mobility
performance, as in increase of physical activity and life-space, cannot be estimated with
certainty as like for any other exercise program, gains in capacity are not always translated
to an increase of real-life mobility. However, as mentioned in the introduction, multimodal
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training (36) and especially step training (37) were intervention approaches which increased
life-space mobility of older adults.
Limitations and recommendations
This thesis has several limitations. First, the results presented in part I of this thesis
(especially chapters 3 and 4) stem from cross-sectional studies which do not allow causal
conclusions about the definition of risk factors for mobility decline. Studies have shown that
subtle changes in usual patterns of real-life mobility i.e. physical activity and life-space
mobility can be early indicators of health changes for older adults. Since smartphone (and
overall wearable) technology allows the objective monitoring of mobility performance for
longer periods of time, future studies should examine trajectories of mobility as well as other
determinants longitudinally. Second, the generalizability of results as in this thesis is limited
to healthy and relatively active older adults without severe mobility capacity limitations.
Additional research is needed to ascertain whether this thesis’s results apply to more frail
older individuals with physical or cognitive impairments. Third, future studies should involve
larger sample sizes to enhance statistical power. Fourth, this thesis only examined a certain
set of potential influencing factors. Although they were based on a comprehensive
theoretical framework, there were still potentially important factors that were not assessed
and therefore future studies should include further factors and also test other mobility
indicator frameworks, such as the one by Franke et. al., (2019) ((16) as see description in
chapter 1). Lastly, the effects of the proposed concept to improve overall mobility have not
been tested yet. Although possibly optimal for early rehabilitation and falls prevention,
taking place in an indoor, predictable environment, the proposed concept does not offer the
challenged experiences while walking outside and not all required skills necessary to copy
with ambulation in everyday life (e.g. overall planning of path selection, navigation, visual
scanning, perturbations from moving obstacles and adaptation of the step cycle to meet
environmental demands) are practiced specifically/effectively. Future studies should look
into its effects on both mobility capacity as well as mobility performance before it can be
recommended for further use.
Conclusions
This thesis extends existing evidence about the limited predictive ability of mobility capacity
for mobility performance and therefore highlights the fact that capacity and performance
are indeed two separate aspects of mobility. Real-life mobility assessments should therefore
complement established mobility capacity measures in order to achieve a more
comprehensive view of a person’s mobility levels. In addition to this, this thesis is also a first
step towards understanding determinants of real-life mobility. Although there is need for
further longitudinal studies including multi-domain assessments of potential influencing
factors in order to fully understand all risk factors for mobility limitations, results of this
thesis suggest that physical and psychological functioning seem to be more closely
associated with mobility performance that cognitive functioning does. Therefore, they
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should be considered as possible targets for interventions aiming to enhance mobility. Being
highly specific for walking and thus also mobility capacity and performance, step training is a
promising intervention approach for mobility enhancement in older adults. This thesis
presented a novel concept for a step training which enables systematic manipulation of
difficulty level and thus also examination of dose-response effects. It was proven to be safe
and feasible so further studies can examine its effectiveness in improving physical, cognitive
and psychological functioning as well as mobility performance in real-life.
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